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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is; 1) To diagnosis the current level of confidence in 

English communication, 2) To design the appropriate IDI activities to improve students' 

confidence, and 3) To compare the difference between Pre-ID I and Post-IDI on the Confidence 

level, Personality and Language Performance of the students. This is derived from a convenient 

sampling procedure. The research instruments comprised of confidence in communication 

skills were; t-test result, p- value comparing, and Two- sample t-Test. The results of the profile 

analysis showed that: the outcome of the confidence level between the pre-IDI, based on the 

two main indicators of personality performance and language performance in English 

communication found that the influence of designing IDI activities used to improve students' 

confidence better. The students had improved English communication skills and improved 

confidence in English communication, higher than before using IDI activity. Therefore; there 

was a significant in confidence in English communications based on side of personality and 

language performance at the level of 0.000* (p:S .01), and the post IDI intervention designed, 

assertive to improvement a confident for approaching the instructional development 

interventions had changed students' ability tends to higher level in achievement language 

learning. 

~ ~ 

Key words: Confidence improving, Instructional development intervention (IDI), English 

communication skills, Personality's confidence, Language performance's confidence, 

b J ' 
Experiential learning, Learning styles, English activities. 
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Chapter 1 

Generalities of the Study 

This chapter presents about the importance of confidence in English communication 

skills under the present study focusing on how to improve the levels of students' confidence in 

English communication through experiential learning by using the Instructional Development 

Intervention (IDI) process. Designing IDI activities is important to different individual 

students; the appropriate activities will help to improve the students' confidence and to increase 

the students' ability in communication skills. 

1.1 Introduction 

This action research concentrates on improving the students' confidence in learning 

language, especially in terms of speaking skill aiming at the focus group of students in the 

English Bilingual Program at Assumption College Ubonratchathani (ACU), in academic year 

2016. One of the important factors of the Thai education is to increase the student's ability to 

learn the second language as much as they can, especially learning in speaking skill. According 

to the aforementioned cause, the purpose of this research is to improve the primary students' 

confidence in English communication through the process of Instructional Development 

Intervention activities by using the theory of experiential learning used to design activities for 

students' better confidence. 

The researcher's role as an English primary teacher that researcher has encouraged my 

interested in the side of how to improve the students' to increase confidence in English 

communication in response to their very low scores from classroom observation, grading 

report, FSG test report, and individual NT test report of each learner, in each academic year 

(As reported by ACU Academic Report Year, 2015-2516) are very low. Particularly in terms 

of speaking, students appear to be very shy when they have a conversation with foreign teachers 
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and others which apparently results of students and affect to lack of confidence in when they 

have English communication with foreign teachers, parents and others. Therefore, the 

researcher is strongly interested in the study of how to improve students' confidence and 

researcher wishes to find out what are the factors in the lacking of confidence in English 

communication and are involved speaking in the same time. This will also help researcher 

wants to improve the appropriate teaching methods for students' improvement to confidence 

in speaking skill in their real-life conversation English and help them gain higher strongly 

confidence. (Source: A case of Assumption College Ubonratchathani. & Students Graded 

Report of Academic Year, 2015) 

The school's policies on classes with English as the language of instruction by 

international teachers as well as Thai teachers with a degree in English are to purposes to teach 

with emphasis teaching in English by foreigner teachers who is the native speaker and Thai 

teachers who graduated in English major, for promote the EBP students' skill are excellent in 

English communication as a way to prepared for the 21st century, that is the era of 

globalization; changing is the most important for educational life learning. Therefore; in this 

case study group is learn English class for five hours per week which is more than other subject. 

1.2 Global Context 

In Canada, Gardner's model of multiple intelligences was presented (Tremblay & 

Gardner, 1995), to collect more individual factors of instructional setting for example; setting 

the goal, valence, self-efficacy, which help designing activities to encourage language learning 

and confidence of learners. Without instructional setting, learners are lack of confidence in 

learning language (Kostos, C. L., 2006, www.fcsh.unl). 

In Turkish higher education presented the context of learning a foreign language in 

order to gain basic communication skills. Speaking with a greater degree of proficiency is a 

great significance for learners to accomplish various academic tasks in English. Despite this, 
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many students failed to achieve the desired level of proficiency in the target language due to 

several reasons. The lack of oral skills became a serious disadvantage. Therefore, the teachers 

need to create the strategies in teaching student to have a progress on their studies. 

Teachers help children to develop awareness of their talents and ways in which they 

learn more effectively, this article aimed to develop student's confidence. The researcher's 

purpose was to promote the learners' English speaking skill without shying. 

(Kostos. C. L., 2006) 

According to Clement, & Noels in 1994, the authors defined linguistic self-confidence 

as "low anxious affect and high self-perceptions of the second language competence". Lack of 

confidence in conversation causes problems in daily life communication. 

(As cited in Clement, R., & Noels, K., 1994; Kostos, C.L., 2006) 

1.3 Asian Context 

In China, Liu and Jackson (2008)'s study, stated that the unwillingness to communicate 

and anxiety of Chinese students of English in classrooms revealed that (a) most of the students 

were willing to participate in interpersonal conversations, but many of them did not like to use 

or speak English in class; (b) more than one third of the students were worried about using 

English in public and were afraid to evaluate with the low score; ( c) the students' unwillingness 

to communicate and their foreign language worry mainly related to each other and with their 

self-rated English competency; ( d) many factors of the interest were main predictors of the 

students' unwillingness to communicate and of their foreign language worry which were also 

significant predictors for each other. (Liu & Jackson, 2008, Ma Lai Fan, 2007) 

Japan and Singapore state that Hong Kong, Thailand, and Malaysia are gradually 

becoming active participants in this most controversial and vital linguistic issue of our times. 

A reason is that English, in one way or another, has a presence in the most vital aspects of 

Asian lives, cultures, languages, interactional patterns, discourse, economics and politics. 
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According to the article "Finding effective ways to increase students' confidence to 

speak English in class" of Ma Lai Fan, it stated that a majority of the students liked to have a 

competition in class. Games are great activities to stimulate students in class. As cited in Jeremy 

Harmer's study, "children need frequent changes of activity: they need activities that are 

exciting and stimulating their curiosity: they need to be involved in something active. The span 

of concentration of our students is less. Thus, we have to assign some interesting activities to 

draw their attention." (Jeremy, H, 200 I; Ma Lai Fan, 2007) 

Bnck~round of the study: 

Global Context 

111 Ca11ada .(Trembla~· '-~Gardner. 
199~) i\ studied the rl"pond of 
ll·~•rnl'I·, whl'n hu\·l' confidl'nct•. 

111 T11rki.-.l1, hi~her education. 
Ko\tO\ (2006). pre\ented the 
context of lea ruin~ and to gain 
ba'k communk;ttion ,km, 

Asinn Context 
In Ja1uan. Sini:a1>ore. HonJ,? Kon2. 
lb:.ailand. and ~lalay,ia focu,nl 

on cullure,, lanJ,?UaJ,!e\. and 
intuaclional 1>attern\. 

1-"indinJ,? eff«lh e wa~' lo increa'e 
'tudl'nt' • conf'idl'ntl' to 'Pl'ak 
l:nelhh in cla". 

< ·reatine an intere,tine and actin· 
en\·ironnu:nt for 'tudenh lo learn l:n2li,h. 

Enhance leacbini: ,kith 

Figure 1 A summary of the background of the study of Global and Asian context of an 

increasing students' confidence to speak English. 

Figure one, shows about a summary of the background of the study that includes the 

factors and the problems, those are effected of students learning based on Global and Asian 

context (Tremblay & Gardner, 1995; Kostos, C. L., 2006; www.fcsh.unl). 
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1.4 National Context 

The Ministry of University Affairs provided the policy for language teaching and 

learning by "Encouraging and supporting students to study English and to be able to have an 

achievement and effectively communication in English" (Wongsothron, A., 1999). 

The instructor is one of the important factors to develop students' confidence in language 

learning. Therefore, it is very important for a teacher to know about psychology theories, child 

learning, learning styles and language teaching. These aims support the reasons how to 

help students to have a proficiency in speaking English. (Songsiri, M., 2006). 

In addition, English skills are regarded as an obvious weakness of Thai university 

graduates (Sanparith, M.T., 2012; Khamkhien, A. 2010) also found that Thai EFL learners' 

oral communication competency is quite limited. (Songsiri, M., 2006). This article supports 

my study that providing various activities for students in class are very important to encourage 

them to participate in class and have a better English skills in the future. 

In Thailand at present, learner-centered teaching is only theoretical. Learner-centered 

teaching is where learners are negotiators and interactions while the teacher functions as a 

facilitator, needs analyst, counselor and process manager. Many theories and researches hope 

will help student increase skill in English subject especially, language speaking. (Nunan, H., 

2006). 

Section 4 of The National Education Act ofB.E. 2542 (Songsiri, M., 2007) defines the 

role of teachers as taking a great deal of responsibility for learning, teaching and encouraging 

students to learn. Section 6 of the Education Act states that: Education should aim at the full 

development of the Thai people in all aspects: physical and mental health; intellect; knowledge; 

morality; integrity; and desirable ways of life so as to be able to live in harmony with other 

people. (Songsiri, M., 2007) 
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Language teaching materials and teaching methods are lots of kind; used to develop the 

language teaching in Thailand. Lots of instructional media aids are selected to best appropriate 

different and learning requirements to give the maximum benefit to the learners. This is the 

one of factor that helped to encourage the students learn better. 

~ational Contl'Xt Thailand ( 'ontl'xt 

l he polil'y of \linistry of 
l .'nin:rsity Affair:->. :-;chool 

l he ~ational hlw:ation 
\ . t' }' I: .., .;; I .., : c.:t \) l. . -- .,_ 

The 1U!>ltlll.'it11 I!> tim: tif the: 
11upo1 taut fal'!or:-. 

By "[11n111ta)Jm~ ~md :.upportm~ 
~tudc:11b to :-.iml~ Fn~h:-.h 

Ik ;1hlc: to .1duc:\ t:mc:ut and c:lfo4..'tl\ d~ 
n1mmu111l".1tc: 111 Fn):-'!h:,h 

Type of kad1111~ 1111.:tlw·d 

~lau~ tht:tl[lC!> and IC~C~t!l:hc:. ha\ c: 1~1(lb1..'\I Oii 

hdp qudl.'nt incrl.'JSI.' skill in I· nglish -.11hj1..'ct 
'-'"P'-'~·1ally. languagl.' SJX'aking. 

Figure 2: A summary background of the study of Nation and Thailand context 

Figure two, shows about the factors and the problems those are effected of students 

learning in Asian; Nation and Thailand context (Wongsothron, A., 1999; Songsiri, M., 2006; 

Sanparith, M.T., 2012; Khamkhien, A. 2010) 
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1.5 Organization Background 

The English Bilingual Program (EBP) of Assumption College Ubonratchathani has been 

providing high quality English education since 1997. It can be seen from the increasing number 

of students every year. We have former students who have managed to pass the entrance exams 

to study at the famous university where focused on English teaching. 

English Bilingual Program (EBP) is a part of Assumption College Ubonratchathani 

committed to creating a culture of maximum English Language usage. 

Assumption College Ubonratchathani is the one of education institutions of the seventeen 

institution of The Foundation of Saint Gabriel Thailand. There are 190 teachers and about 2,012 

students. There are 7 levels from Kindergarten to grade 12. There are two programs of English 

project classes; English Bilingual Program (EBP) and Intensive English Program (IEP) focus 

on teaching special language. The strength of Assumption College Ubonratchathani is they 

have English Bilingual Program and Intensive English Program that why the students are very 

good in English skills. The students must enjoy to learn and have a better confidence in their 

English skill. The curriculum was taught for both programs which follows the basic Education 

of the Ministry of Education of Thailand. 

Especially, the school's policies on classes with English as the language of instruction 

by international teachers as well as Thai teachers with a degree in English are to purposes to 

teach with emphasis teaching in English by foreigner teachers who is the native speaker and 

Thai teachers who graduated in English major, for significantly enhance the EBP students' skill 

are excellent in English communication as a way to prepared for the 21st century, that is the 

era of globalization; changing is the most important for educational life learning. 
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Figure 3. Diagram analysis of students' confidence level 
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Figure three, Showed the problem of students' confidence that can be divided into 

many causes, for example; from the factor of parents, teacher, friends, lesson plan designing. 

The Fish bone Diagram was designed for diagnosis of the problem why the students have low 

confidence in speaking English. The main problem is student's lack of confidence in English 

communication and for the factors of sub-problem shows the causes are from environment 

factors; for example teacher, parents, friend, activities, teaching methods, lesson plan etc. 



"> / 

> 

Problem .~nal,·sis of .. 
01·~anization Back~round: ACU 

St11tlf!11t : - lack of confidence to 'peak Engli'h becauw they are 
not continuall~· practicing 

- different indh·idual bask skill' in learning Engli'h 

Tf!acl1t•r: le'>s de'>iJ,?ninJ,t appropriate acth·ities. le"t.'t.On plan and 
material' to impro\·e 'tudents • conOdence 

Parf!11ts: les' encouraging and supportinJ,t student to learn 
speaking English at home 

Sc/tool f!11•·ir011111t•11ts: the atmosphere in the das .. room. friends, 
and textbooks are not supported for learning. 

Figure 4: A summary of problem analysis of organization background (ACU) 
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Figure four, presents about summary of problem analysis of Assumption College 

Ubonratchathani that consists of the principle problems, including the aspects of students, 

teacher, parents, and school environments that the researcher needed to improve and used to 

help the students gain more confidence and get better in English communications. 

1.6 Profile of Primary Classroom 

The respondents were students in grade 3 of English Bilingual Program. There were 30 

students in primary 3/1-2, the average ages of the students in both rooms were between 8 to 9 

years old. Most of the time students in both rooms studied with foreign teachers. In primary 3 

was taught by foreign teacher and Thai English teacher as teamwork. The classrooms have 

good environment and technology. 
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1. 7 Research objectives 

1 To diagnosis the current situation of the confidence level in English communication. 

2. To analyze the appropriate IDI activities to improve students' confidence 

3. To compare the differences between Pre-IDI and Post-IDI on the confidence level, 

of personality performance and language performance of the students 

1.8 Research Questions 

1. What is the current situation of the confidence level in English communication of 

students? 

2. What are the appropriate IDI activities to improve students' confidence level in 

English communication through experiential learning? 

3. What are differences between Pre-IDI and Post-IDI on the confidence level, of 

personality performance and language performance of the students? 

1.9 Research Hypothesis 

Hol: There is no significant difference between pre and post IDI on the confidence 

level in English Communication. 

Hal: There is a significant difference between pre and post IDI on the confidence level 

in English Communication. 

1.10 Statement of problem 

This study is about improving the levels of students' confidence in English 

communication in term of personality and language performance. The researcher designed the 

appropriate IDI activities to improve the students' confidence in English communication skills 

1.11 Definition of Terms 

Improving: Increasing of English communication and practicing continually from 

basically to advance 
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Student: This study is focused on the student in primary 3 of EBP program of ACU in 

academic year 2015 

EBP: in this study, EBP is the department of English Bilingual Program that teach the 

students in English for 5 hours per week 

Confidence: Speaking English without shyness and confidence to speak with teacher 

and with other both in the classroom and outside the classroom 

Students' confidence in English communication: In terms of this study mentioned to 

students able to speak English with foreign teachers and other and can communicate naturally 

with confidence and can speak without shyness 

English communication skills: English Communication skills are the ability 

to use language and express information of an individual displays in consistently to effectively 

communicate with other. This study focused on the students' ability to speak 

with foreign teacher, parents and other in classroom and outside with confidence 

(www.neoenglish.wordpress.com) 

Experiential Learning: the theory of four stages that presented an individual learning 

style (Kalb's theory), in this study focused on designing activities to appropriate with learning 

style that relate to Kalb's theory. 

IDI process (Instructional Development Intervention): activities used to improve 

and solve problems of students and are appropriate to enhance learning and teaching language. 

Performance: refers to the abilities that students are able to speak and act out when 

have participated in English communication activities have learnt 

Personality: personality variables in learning language is described as a set of features 

that characterize an individual, in this study focused on an individual performance when the 

learners' response to activities learned. Brown (2000) lists self-estee~ inhibition, risk-taking, 

anxiety, empathy, and extroversion as personality factors. (Brown, 2000; Shahila Z.F., 2012) 
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Appreciative Inquiry (AI): Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is a positive model which is 

based on the principles and theories of positive psychology, focusing on strength-based 

interventions for the parents' opinion that used to design the activities intervention based on 

IDI in the case ofimproving the students' confidence in English communication. Appreciative 

Inquiry (AI) was developed by David Cooperrider and Suresh Srivatva in the 1980s (Srivastva, 

S., 1980; Cooperrider, D.L., & Whitney, D., 2005; Sutthinont, P., 2014) 

1.12 Significance of the study 

1. Students want improve confidence in English communication and able to use the 

language correctly. 

2. Teachers will improve the technique in teaching design to appropriate for learners 

3. Parents can be help and support their child learn better in English communications. 

4. Researcher has new skill and knowledge about activity design with using experiential 

learning students for English language. 

1.13 Scope and Limitation of the study 

The scope of this study are the following; namely ( 1) the respondents are limited to the 

EBP students in primary 3/1-2; during academic year 2015, (2) the study focused on improving 

students' confidence through experiential learning activities and on the appropriate activities 

to improve students' confidence in English communication; (3) this study was implemented in 

one semester with experimental IDI activities, consists of five periods of a week in English 

class; (4) this study used the data from focus group with five parents using Appreciative Inquiry 

(AI), interview guide and interviews with 30 students and the results of students' assessments. 
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The literature review involves the theoretical frameworks of experiential learning as 

presented in terms of learning style. The contents of this chapter is presented in four stages; 

Concrete Experience: the learner will use experience in the past to connect with new learning, 

Reflective Observation: of the new experience of particular importance are any inconsistencies 

between experience and understanding, Abstract Conceptualization: Reflection gives rise to a 

new idea, or a modification of an existing abstract concept, and Active Experimentation: in 

term of applying the knowledge learnt link to world situation and learners will know and got 

the result. (www.simplypsychology.org). 

This chapter is focused on the theories related to this study. The literature was decided 

on through careful analysis and synthesis that related to the improvement of teaching and 

learning approaches. At first, a research into theories of developing self confidence in speaking 

English as a second language was managed, with particular focus on participatory and 

interactive approaches. The researcher also needed to become familiar with research conducted 

in Thailand in this field. The Researcher has focused this study to help construct an interactive 

curriculum with activities appropriate to develop English speaking. These activities had to 

increase students' confidence in speaking English, develop students' positive attitudes beyond 

speaking, provide a positive atmosphere and adapt innovative language teaching. During the 

activities, researcher needed resources to understand students' behave in pair or in group and 

defmed the factors of teaching activities and learning style that help student to progress and to 

develop English speaking skill. (Songsiri, M., 2007) 
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2.1. Theories of Learning 

Kolb's 1984 experiential learning theory is typically represented in four stage learning 

cycle which the learner 'touches all the bases; 

Concrete 
Experience 

(doing I having an 
experience} 

Active Reflective 
Observation 

(reviewing l reflecting 
on the experience) 

Experimentation 
(planning J trying out 

what you have learned) 

" Abstract 
Conceptualisation 

(concluding I learning 
from tho experience) 

(Source: McLeod, S., 2010; www.simplypsychology.org) 

Figure 5: The 4 stage of experiential learning cycle 

The Experiential Learning (Kolb, D.A., 1984) can be summarized as a reflective 

constructivist view. Smith (2004) explained that the process oflearning focused on students' 

experiences as learning styles sources. The four areas are ; 1) CE, concrete experience (learn 

by doing), students will appears learning process through doing, 2): RO, defined as reflective 

observation (reflecting on the experience), 3) AC, explained as the abstract of 

conceptualization (concluding) and 4) AE, referred to Active Experimentation (trying out what 

have learned). The students actively participate in various learning activities both of inside the 

classroom and outside the classrooms. As a concept approach of study, students participate in 

simulations (learning by watching), as role play activity that researcher applied in this study, 

group meeting, do workshops, and do learning centered. (Smith, 2004; Benecke, D.R. 

& Bezuidenhout, R., 2011) 
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2.2 Experiential learning definitions 

According to the case study of Chris Shank, Marine Sciences through experiential 

learning is defined any learning that supports students in applying their knowledge and 

conceptual understanding to the real life or authentic situations where the teacher manages and 

facilitates students' learning. The classroom, learning center, or studio can serve as a setting 

for experiential learning through embedded activities for example; case and the problem-based 

studies, guided inquiry, simulations (learn by watching), experiments I presentation, or art 

projects (Wurdinger, S. D., & Carlson, J., 2010). 

When the students are given a chance to study in authentic situations in school or in the 

community like those provided in internships, according to Wurdinger, S.D., & Carlson, J. 

2010 explained; case study of Chris Shank, Marine Sciences, who explains the impact of 

semester by the sea, an experiential learning experience for Marine Science students (a case 

study from direct experience), field real situation, clinical experiences, research and service

learning projects center, the learning becomes significantly more powerful with engaging in 

formal, guided learning, authentic, real-world situation experiences, as individuals: 

1) Deepen their knowledge through repeatedly acting' that referred to continuously 

practicing and then reflecting on own action, 

2) To improve skills through practice and reflection, 

3) Support the constructional of new understandings when placed in new situations, and 

4) To extend learning as students bring their learning back to class. The understanding 

in term of educational in this study is: mentioned on impact of an individual with the purpose 

of influencing them in certain areas. (Wurdinger, S.D., & Carlson, J. 2010). 

As stated in Jirasek, J.E., 2004, defines experiential learning as educational processes, 

which work with inducing, reflecting and analyzing experiences with the aim of gaining 

experience which would be transmittable lifetime. The aims of such educational processes can 
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be set and achieved in various environments for example; school and without school, by natural 

and cultural, various social groups such as differentiated by age, social status, professional 

status, etc. and fulfilled by various means such as all kinds of games, model situations, creative 

and drama workshops, forums and discussions, physically and mentally demanding and 

challenging situations, self-recognizing and team-building activities). This article strongly 

supports this study and can be used to design the activities and supported students' confidence 

better. (Jirasek, J.E., 2004; Dewey, J., 1938). 

Active learning is defined about learning by doing, so students are in small groups to 

work on projects assignment. They are not only acted, but also engaged and responded in some 

ef reflections, gained insights. This is cycled process of study where students develop their 

action plans, sets up group meetings, responsibilities sharing and the problems solving. (As 

stated in Dilworth, J., 1894; Disphanurat, T., 2011) 

2.2.1 Learning Styles 

To improve students' strengths, ability skills to study, and a longer learning styles, Kolb 

(1984) explained about the transformation of learning experience creates knowledge in the 

studied process. The concrete experience (CE) and the abstract conceptualization (AC) are 

''the two poles of knowing the happenings" while the reflective observation (RO) and active 

experimentation (AE) are two different methods of understanding process, transformation of 

knowledge based on confidence in English communication through experiential learning of 

defined learning styles include: 

1) The divergent styles: These people are able to look at things from different 

perspectives. They are sensitive. They prefer to watch rather than do, tending to gather 

information and use imagination to solve problems. They are best at viewing concrete 

situations at several different viewpoints. Kolb called this style 'diverging' because these people 
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perform better in situations that require ideas-generation, for example, brainstorming. People 

with a diverging learning style have broad cultural interests and like to gather information. 

2) The assimilating learning styles: means students who are the theorists are as likely 

to study by watching and thinking. 

3) The converging styles: were explained as learners who are pragmatists by acting and 

thinking. 

4) An accommodating learning style: the students are activists who have learned by 

feeling and acting. Presented that, since learning style holds its own strengths, both teachers 

and students need to be aware and concentrated to the difference learning styles to improve 

learning effectiveness (Kolb & Kolb, 2005; Disphanurat, T., 2011), said most of the Western 

students are found to be assimilators, learning very well with analytical assigns whereas the 

Eastern students show highest performance with group working, verbal assigns and the holistic 

thinking (Stage & Muller, F.,1999), Many scholars (Vunnasiri, B., 2003; Min, 2009; 

Vongbunsin, S., 2010); have explained many learning styles in their studies, by underscoring 

the fact that difference teaching methods. 

In summary, it can be concluded that learners' perceptions on learning styles: CE, AE, 

and AC roses significantly. Interestingly enough, students used AC-thinking learning style 

more than RO-watching learning style, in keeping with Min's (2009) findings. It should be 

noted though that the limited time of class period, may have some partly activity for it as RO 

process could not be completed. (Min, 2009; Disphanurat, T., 2011) 

2.2.2 Theories about teaching pronunciation and language learning strategies 

There are many studies and various arguments to support on the effectiveness of 

pronunciation practicing on students' successful in communicative competence. (Morley, J., 

1998; Varasarin, P., 2007) Generally, pronunciation plays an important role in helping the 

students become an intelligible in language learning (Morley, J.,1998; Biyaem, S.,1997) as 
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states that there are many problems for Thai teachers to teach English, including insufficient 

English language skills. As for learners, they wish they could speak English fluently but most 

of them think that English is too challenging for them to be competent because of interference 

from the mother tongue (Thai) particularly in pronunciation and being too shy to speak English. 

(Sukamolson, S., 1989; Wiriyachitra, A., 2001; Morley, 1998; Varasarin, P., 2007) mentioned 

on pronunciation roles very important in overall communicative competence. 

According to Morley, J., 1994 suggested to focus on pronunciation teaching nowadays 

should be on designing "new-wave instructional programs". (Morley, J., 1994; Derwing, T. 

M., & Munro, M. J. & Wiebe, G.E., 1998; Varasarin, P., 2007) 

2.2.3 Linguistic self-confidence 

Clement, Domyei & Noels,1994 described the meaning oflanguage; self-confidence as 

"low anxious affect and high self-perceptions of the second language competence" Linguistic 

self-confidence, if the learner continually in development of language speaking will then 

increase confidently based on practice and develop through activities., for example through 

practicing with music, advertising and the cinema. (Clement, Domyei, Z., 1990 & Noels, 

Leslie, C., 1994) 

2.2.4 The Importance of Students' Confidence in Language Learning 

Developing speaking confidence with appropriate activities design was suggested for 

English skills development oflearners (Bailey, K.M., 2005; Nunan, D., 2006; Patil, Z.N., 2008; 

Trent, J., 2009; Zhang J, et al., 2009; Gander F., 2006) agreed that lots of individuals show 

most satisfy and achievement when they have gained at least the independent or fluent levels 

of proficiency, where they feel confidence in work. Keller is developed the model that specifies 

four kinds of strategies; ARCS (Aik & Tway, 2006). 
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The ARCS model (Attention, Relevance, Confidence and Satisfaction) was 

summarized and discussed by Small (Aik, C.T., & Tway, D.C., 2006). Confidence strategies 

help students develop positive expectations for achievement of learning goal. (Aik, C.T., 

& Tway, D.C., 2006; Songsiri, M., 2007) 

2.2.5 Cooperative Learning, Understanding Group Behavior and Moving 

Towards Autonomy Cooperative Learning 

Cooperative learning is one of the main factors to develop students 'communication. 

(Prasongporn, P., 2004; Songsiri, M., 2007) presented the advantages of cooperative learning 

as promoting members' relationships and providing equal opportunity to all members to think, 

speak and act while working together. It also helps members listen to other ideas and to 

brainstorm to make decisions in doing something, adjust to living and working together and 

promote communication among members. 

2.2.6 Goal Setting, Learner Autonomy and Self - Confidence 

According to many researches on motivated in learning language as initiated by 

Gardner and Lambert (1972) in study they carried out on learners in Canada. Gardner's models 

about Goal Setting, Learner Autonomy and Self - Confidence; are explained (Tremblay, P.F., 

& Gardner, R.C., 1995; Leslie, C., 2010) for example of factors; 

Goal setting, i.e. motivation is related to setting language learning goals and pursuing 

them, self-efficacy, which relates to how confident individuals feel of their ability, carried out 

certain specific language learning activities, and inversely how anxious they feel about using 

second language. (As cited in Tremblay, P.F., & Gardner, R.C., 1995; Leslie, C., 2010) 

2.2.7 Theory and Strategy of Teaching English 

There are many theories and methods of language teaching and learning style. In this 

study, many categories are provided to help teachers to comprehend ways to develop students' 

confidence in language learning, especially, English speaking, which is focused in this study. 
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These are theories learning of language, teaching strategies and approaches, style of learning, 

the learner paradigm, adapting innovative language teaching, using language learning 

strategies, increasing students' communicative competence, motivating activity, the 

importance of students' confidence in language learning,. (As cited in Songsiri, M., 2007) 

2.2.8 Teaching Methods and Approaches 

In language teaching, teachers have realized that many theories, students' learning 

styles and attitudes affect language learning, especially speaking. Some students were hopeless 

and had negative attitudes towards language learning, but some were not. Therefore, the teacher 

has to be aware of these issues, treat students in different ways and encourage students' 

reflection to recognize their own strategies to reach their goals. There is not a perfect method 

in language learning. (Edge, 2002; Songsiri, M., 2007) 

2.2.9 Adapting Innovative Language Teaching 

Maurice, 1983 suggested the 4/3/2 technique (Maurice, K., 1983; Songsiri, M., 2007) 

also adapted, lessons to enhance students to speak fluently and to have more confidence while 

speaking. The aim aspect of the 4/3/2 technique is talking about the story from reading texts 

three times by starting from four minutes in the first round and gradually reduced to three and 

two minutes, respectively. Each time students had to change their partners to talk. In doing so, 

students could develop fluency and confidence while speaking. Repetition tends to grow 

confidence and make of performance (Howarth, A., 2001; Songsiri, M., 2007; 

www.thaigoodview.com, www.qa.kmutnb.ac.) 



2.2.10 Appreciative Inquiry (Al) 

··-~ 

(Source: www.appreciativeinquiry.case.edu) 

Figure 6: The Appreciative Inquiry (Al)-4D's Cycle 
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Appreciative Inquiry (Al) is a positive model which is based on the principles and 

theories of positive psychology, focusing on strength-based intervention for organization 

development. Appreciative Inquiry (Al) was developed by David Cooperrider and Suresh 

Srivastava in the 1980s (Cooperrider, D. L., Whitney, D., & Srivastava, S., 1987; Sutthinont, 

P., 2014). AI seeks the best points in people, their organizations, and the relevant parts of the 

world around them. AI involves the art and practice of asking questions that that strengthen a 

system's capacity to heighten positive potential. (Cooperrider, D. L., Whitney, D., & 

Srivastava, S., 1987; Sutthinont, P., 2014). This study designs Al used for asking the questions 

to find out the opinion of parents based on how to help their child improve confidence in 

English communication "Appreciative Inquiry is a form of action research that attempts to 

create new theories/ideas/images that aid in the developmental change of a system 

(Cooperrider, D. L., & Srivastava, S., 1987; Sutthinont, P., 2014). The key data collection 

innovation of appreciative inquiry is the collection of people's stories of something at its best. 
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These stories are collectively discussed in order to create new, generative ideas or images that 

aid in the developmental change of the collectivity discussing them. 

(Source: www.appreciativeinquiry.case.edu) 

2.3. Conceptual framework 

Experiential Learning 
(David Kolb's Theory) 

CE 
Concrete Experience 

(doing/having an 
experience) 

RO 

Reflective 
Observation 

(reviewing/reflecting 

on the experience) 

AC 
Abstract 

Conceptualization 
(concluding/learning 

from experience) 

AE 
Active 

Experimentation 
(planning/ trying out 

what you have 
IPrirnPrH 

IOI (Procedure) 

"Doing"= act out from 
activity learnt (Activity 
designed) 

Sharing/Reflecting 
"What Happened?" 
= share own direct 
experience I responses 
(Activity designed) 

Processing/Analyzing 
"What's important?" 
= related from past 
experience with new 
situation learnt (Activity 
designed) 

Application "Now 
What?"= be applied 
what have learned 
(Activity designed) 

Figure 7: Research Conceptual Framework 

Improved level 
confidence in 

English 
Communication 

This conceptual framework presents how the experiential learning is related to 

activities designed in this study. The Researcher applied IDI activity related to the 4 stages of 

experiential learning; as followed; 
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1) Experiencing I Exploring "Doing" (as Kolb's theory) presented that students will 

perform or act out the activity learned with confidence based on direct experience with little 

bit or without help from the teacher. For example; making something with their selves, create 

role playing, or giving a presentation as followed researcher had designed in this study. Overall 

activities used to design can help student gained more confidence to learn. 

2) Sharing/Reflecting "What Happened?" students will share the data, responses and 

observations with their peers, groups or others outside the class. Students will also get other 

peers to talk exchange about their own direct experience, share their reactions and observations 

and discuss feelings generated by the own direct experience. The sharing helps to reflect about 

what they could find out and relate the data to past experiences which can be used for future 

learning. 

3) Processing/ Analyzing "What's important?" Students will discuss, analyze and reflect 

along the experience learned. In this study students have a chance to do activities with others 

help them known what is important and what they should be do more if lack of confidence. 

The activities were design to inspire and encourage them learned with enjoyments through 

English activities that support them feel more confidence. 

4) Application "Now What?" Students will be applied what they have learned in the 

direct experience and what they known from past experiences and have practiced, does it to a 

similar or different situation. Also, students will considered how the past and the new 

experience learned process can be applied to other subject areas or other situations. 

(www.nui.ed I facdev) 

The conceptual framework above, is shown two parts of independent variable and 

dependent variable shown on the left side includes the factor of the independent variables that 

are the activities practicing, material, parents supporting, teaching strategies and IDI process 

etc., will not change and on the right box are the dependent variables that will change along 
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the independent variables. The dependent variables can be changed along the independent 

variables. This conceptual framework was designed to predict higher results, on improving the 

student's confidence through ID Is activities. 

2.4 Action Research Framework 

Action Research Frame\\'ork 

Pre-ID I 

l. I.ow ,df:· 
'-·onfidc111:e on 
pcr.-.< ma Ii ty. 

2. I.ow 

performance in 
1-.n~Ji,h lan~u~1~c 

lcamin~ 

IDI • ,\\·fl\ I!\ l: htfmchU' .. ou"'"lf 
( lndh·idual "o .. k) 

I I 
..\cli\il\· .:? : ~bo11 con\·ea·\alion 

I I 
..\c1h·i1v ~: lnlen·iew p.-ople 

_ _. (ltulhldual •Pall·• CWrn1111) 

I I 
.\rth 11,Li: So11a 111·ht-11latlo11 

(l:l'oUp WOl'k) 

I 
.\cti\·il,. ~: Role play 

(Ga·oup woa·k1 

I 

Figure 8: Action Research Framework 

Post-ID I 

I. I li~h ,df
contidcncc on 

personality. 

2. lli~h 
pert( inn.am:c in 
Fn~I ish lan!-!ua~c 
I cam in~ 

The Action Research Framework is the framework of process that the researcher has 

designed with the pre-IDI, !DI-interventions and to obtain output from post-IDI results. Pre-

IDI process shows the current situations; based on low confidence in speaking English. IDI-

Intervention is the process can be design about activities that will make the cause of problem 

on the left to be change. There are designed practicing system, activity learning cycles, home 

school activity and design learning zone. These processes can do assessment and support in 

output changing. Post-ID I will show the result of students' confidence from low is changed to 

high level (See the results in Chapter 4) 
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Chapter3 

Research Methodology 

This chapter includes the research design, the research instruments, and the sources of 

data, the data collecting and the data analysis. The data were obtained by using both 

quantitative and qualitative methods. 

3.1 Research Design 

Research Design 

• 1. Pre - test 
• 2. Student interview 

( relate to experiential 
learning) 

• 3. Parent Focus 
group (using AI) 
Invite parents to watch 
English activities 

• I. Analyze the 
confidence level from 
pre-test, used to 
design the appropriate 
IDI (quantitative) 

• 2. Summarize and 
analyze the level of 
agreement used to 
design the appropriate 
IDI (quantitative) 

• 3. Discuss the parents' 
opinion used to design 
the appropriate IDI 
(qualitative) 

Figure 9: The process of research design 

• 1. Post- test 
(quantitative) 

• 2. Comparison of the 
different confidence 
level (quantitative) 

Table 3.1 the study was conducted in the form of Action Research (AR) which consisted 

of three phases, namely; the Pre-IDI, the IDI and the post-IDI. The pre-IDI as shown in Figure 

8. The IDI process, is presented designing appropriate activity based on using data from the 

pre-IDI. The post-IDI, is analyzed the results of data collecting. 
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3.2 Procedural Table 

Table 1. 

Summary of processes and outcomes of the procedural activities plan. 

Research Questions Procedures Outputs 

1. What is the current - Collects the data - quantitative 
confidence level in English from 5 activities assessment in -

( X ,S.D, t-test) 
communication of students in the classroom before IDI 
primary 3? interventions 

2. What is the appropriate IDI - Invites parents to watch the - quantitative 
activity to improve students' pre 5 English speaking ( X ,S.D, t-test) 
confidence level in English activities of students for 2 
communication through times ( 15 Feb, 2016 and 28 - qualitative 
experiential learning? Feb, 2016) 

- Pre Interview 30 students 
- Focus group of 5 parents 
by using AI 
- Do inter-coding 

(Pre-ID I) 

3. What is the difference - Invites parents to watch the - quantitative 
between Pre-IDI and Post-IDI post 5 English speaking -

( X ,S.D, t-test) 
on the confidence level, of the activities of students for 2 
students? times ( 15 July, 2016 and 30 

July, 2016) 
- Post Interview 30 students 
- Compares the data 
from pre-post activities 
assessment 

(Post-ID I) 

Table 3.2. Shows the planning of the study. It consists of 3 parts including 1) student's 

assessment for 1 month; 2) the IDI process with students' interview and parents' focus group 

and 3) the post-IDI, conducted to the data analyzing of post-test students' assessment. 
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3.3 Populations and Sampling technique 

Table 2. 

Showed the stage of respondents 

Respondents Total No. Sampling Sampling Methods 
(N) size 

EBP students 
30 30 

Purposive use all students 
(N) 

Primary 3 parents 
30 5 Purposive sampling 

This research focused on two groups of respondents. They were thirty students of 

English Program, Assumption College Ubonratchathani (EBP), in academic year 2016 by 

purposive sampling method that use all students and they were thirty parents that were chosen 

only five parents by purposive sampling methods. All respondents participated in all the 

activities of designing based on the pre-IDI and the post-IDI. 

3.4 Research Instruments 

1. Observation checklist for students' assessment: This is a process used while 

doing activities in the classroom by observing the behavior of the students' participation 

and interest of the students. This observation checklist is used to record the primary data before 

and after IDI process. The students' assessment consisted of two main contents as the following 

1) Personality, it consisted of 5 aspects; Personality: Makes regular eye contact, Not 

embarrassed ,Voice is enthusiastic/ loud/ clear ,Appears confident, and talks happily. 

2) Language performance, included 5 aspects; correct pronunciation/accent/stress, Correct 

Grammar, Number of words, conversation exchange, and can ask and give answer 



2. Interview Questions: This process was used to interview the students before and 

after IDI process activity by using guideline questions. 

3. IDI Process: Instructional Development Interventions (IDI) designed from the 

results of pre assessment of students, students' interview and parents' focus group. 

4. Focus Group: Use the focus group of parents by using Appreciated Inquiry (Al) 

and recorded the data before-after IDI process. 

3. 5 Data Collection 

Research Instruments can be designed as following form to collect the data of this study. 

Table3 

The Data Collection plan 

Pre-ID I IDI Post-ID I 

1. Activities show and 1 Designing activities 1. Activities show and 

assessment assessment 

2. Students Interview 2 collecting data 2. collecting data 

3. Parents Focus Group 3 Result analysis 3. Result analysis 
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Table 3, shows the result of the populations' data collecting. The data from parents 

focus group can be analyzed into qualitative. The data from students' interview and students' 

assessment can be analyzed into the quantitative (Mean and standard deviation). 
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3.6. Time Frame of the study 

Table4 

The schedule of the study 

TheIDI 
Process 

Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Jun. Jul. Aug. Oct. Nov. 
2015 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 

1. Preparing/ -'1 
Pl~!!fii!!_g__ _ __ >------- >---- -------1--- --+----·--!---····----- -~----·-+---! 

2. Pre-IDI --./ --./ 

_ ( pre-tt:'.~!2_ ___ ,____ __ -------r---·-f--------+----+----·-·· -·-------··- --·---+---+--·--·---·----· 
3. IDI 

--./ --./ 
_Desi~---- ····-···-~---···· ~-·-····-··--·-····-· ~-·--·--·-·· ···-·-·----··-·· -----·-- -·---··-·-·------··-· -·--······----- -·---·---·------~·--·--
4. Post-IDI --.} --.} 

i.P.~!:!~~!) ____ ·--·-···-·· -··-·······--·····-··- -··--·-·---- ·-·-·--······-·-····-----·--· ··--·-···-··-----·---·--·- --·····-··--·- ----- -·--·-···-···· ----
5. Evaluation 
and Data 

3!!.~ly_s.!_s. ________ ~----- -·-·---·-·--- ----- ---······-···-·-·----·-~· ····-·-···- ----~·-·-·---·+-----·--··-··--·-~----·-· 
6.Summary --.} 
Report 

;......__·-·----···--··---·-- --- --·-··· .. ·----·-- r-----·-------f.--·-·-·--- ---·----·-- ·---·-··--·--- - --··-····------- ----+-----·--·--- r---:r·-
7. Final "\/ 
defense 

Table 4 shows the time frame of this study; Improving the students' confidence in 

English communication through Experiential Leaming: A case study of Primary 3, English 

Bilingual Program, Assumption College Ubonratchathani. 
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Chapter4 

Results and Discussion 

Introduction 

This chapter discusses, the results of the study based on the research questions. The 

results are mainly explained in the aspects of three phases of the intervention: the pre IDI, the 

IDI process, and the post IDI. The data were derived from the interview guideline, the student 

assessment, and the outcomes of the participations. This independent study is discussed into 3 

phases, namely: 

Phase 1: The current students' confidence level in English communication 

Phase 2: The appropriate IDI activity to improve students' confidence level in English 

communication through experiential learning 

Phase 3: The difference between the Pre-ID I and the Post-IDI on the confidence level, 

of the Primary 3 students 

4.1 Summary of Research and Finding 

Table 5 (112) 

Summary of Research and Finding 

Research Instruments Materials Procedures Participants Results 
Questions Used 

1. What is the - Pre-Student -The - Collects 30 students Low 

current assessment activity set data in primary 3, confidence 
confidence 1,2,3,4,5 from5 EBP. level 

level in form activities 
English - Speaking assessment in 
communication activity the classroom 
of students in plan in before IDI 
primary 3? classroom interventions 
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Table 5 (212) 

Summary of Research and Finding 

Research Instruments Materials Procedures Participants Results 
Questions Used 

2. What is the I.Question - Questions - Interviews - 30 Students 
appropriate IDI Guideline Guideline the students students in want to 
activity to 2. Focus Form - Discuss to primary 3, learn 
improve group find out the EBP. through 
students' questions ideas by English 
confidence using AI - 5 parents activities 
level in - Do inter-
English coding 
communication 
through 
experiential 
learning? 

3. What is the -The - Collects High 
difference activity set data confidence 

between Pre-
- Post-

1,2,3,4,5 from 5 level 
Student 30 students 

IDI and Post-
assessment 

form activities 
in primary 

IDI on the (booklets) assessment in 
-Activity 3, EBP. 

confidence 
Plan 

- Speaking the public 
level, of the activity after IDI 
students? plan interventions 

According to the table 6, these are the scope of finding out the basis data used to design 

IDI activities, which are appropriate for improving students' confidence in English 

communication skills. The researcher has designed into three phase of process. Researcher 

want to know 1) current level of confidence in term of ability to talk with foreign teachers or 

others, and ability to recite in class with confidence that can use to design IDI, 2) what are the 

data results from student interview and parents focus group that can be used to design 

appropriate activities and 3) what is the different of Pre-Post IDI. 
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4.2 The current levels of the students' confidence in English communication 

Phase 1: Pre IDI 

Data set 1; the current levels of the students' confidence in term of personality to 

speak with foreign teacher/ recite in the class and language performance in English 

communication 

The researcher diagnoses and conducted the current levels of students' confidence by 

using the normal activity plan which manages activity within classroom of 30 primary 3 

students in academic year 2016 with the following of observation checklist and student 

assessment that consists of. 1) Ability to talk with foreign teachers or others, and 2) ability to 

recite in class. The data for analysis were derived from the students' assessment of confidence 

level from five activities periods. There were 1) introducing oneself, 2) short conversation, 

3) song presentation, 4) Interview people and 5) role play. 

Table6 
Mean and standard deviation set 1 of the current confidence level in English communication 
in terms of personality in communicate with foreign teacher and recite in class based on 5 
assessments periods 

Student Student Student Student Student 
Personality to assessment assessment assessment assessment assessment 
speak with 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

teacher and (Date: Mon (Date: Tue (Date: Mon4 (Date: Mon (Date: Mon 
others and n 20 June, 16) 27June16) July 16) 11July16) 18 July 16) 
recite in class x S.D x S.D x S.D x S.D x S.D 

1. Makes 
regular 30 2.93 0.74 3.07 0.74 3.37 0.67 3.60 0.56 3.77 0.51 

-~~-~_<?~~~!__ !----·---···-·· ·----·--- ----·-·-····· --·---·--- ----·--· ·-·-----·- -··-- ···---·- ---- r-------·· 

2.Not 
30 

embarrassed 3.07 1.05 3.23 0.94 3.47 0.82 3.60 0.81 3.70 0.70 
---·---·--·--·-·-···----· ·--·-····-··-- ............... ________ --·---------· ···-····-----··- --·---····-.. ·-·-·- ·--·--------·- --·--·---··-· ·---·-···--····-···- -·-·--- ·-·-··-··--····-f----~---· 
3. Voice is 
enthusiastic, 30 3.07 1.08 2.87 0.82 3.20 0.76 3.60 0.55 3.77 0.50 loud, and 
clear 

-----··-----·········----···-·---·- ----··-··-·····--··- ··-·-··--··---- -·--··-····-·· ·-·-··--.. -·-··-··--·· ._ ..... •-·---··- ----·· ····-·-··-····-·- --·--- --·-·····-··-···--------·-·--

4. Appears 30 3.43 0.97 3.20 0.76 3.43 0.63 3.47 0.63 3.60 0.56 confident 
----·····-------·-- 1---~------·· ·-····----- ·--··-·-·-· ·--·-·· ----- ---~------ -·----·------·-----· ·-·--···---------

5. Talks 
happily 30 3.70 0.98 3.33 1.06 3.60 0.81 3.77 0.73 3.90 0.66 



Rating Scores used 

4.51 - 5.00 Excellent 

3.51 - 4.50 Very good 

2.51 - 3.50 Fair 

1.51 - 2.50 Needs improvement 

1.00 - 1.50 Poor 
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The results shown that the personality to speak with teacher and others and recite in 

class show different mean scores, from observation checklist of students' assessment that 

classifies into five levels, there are excellent, very good, fair, needs improvements and poor. 

The results shown the highest mean scores at x = 3.90 on the aspect of talks happily that means 

there is in very good level on the fifth assessment. The lowest mean scores at x = 2.87 on 

aspect of voice is enthusiastic, loud, and clear on the second assessment. 

As following each assessment can help researcher know about the current of 

confidence level in English communication that interprets from rating scores and help the 

researcher got the basis data use to design IDI activity for improve students 'confidence level 

on next process. 
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Table 7 

Mean and standard deviation set 2 of the current confidence level in English communication 
in terms of language performance based on 5 assessments periods 

Student Student Student Student Student 
assessment assessment assessment assessment assessment 

Language 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Performance (Date: Mon (Date: Tue (Date: Mon4 (Date: Mon (Date: Mon 

n 20 June, 16) 27 June 16) July 16) 11July16) 18 July 16) 

x S.D x S.D x S.D x S.D x S.D 

1. Correct 
pronunciation/ 30 3.30 1.18 3.00 0.64 3.17 0.53 3.40 0.50 3.47 0.51 
accent/stress 

--~-- ·-· 

2. Correct 
30 

Grammar 3.17 0.91 2.83 0.65 3.13 0.73 3.47 0.57 3.53 0.51 
-·--·--·--·------· ·-------·-· ---- . --·- --··-··--·--------~ ·-·----i-------- ·-------- ---------

3. Number of 
30 

words 3.33 0.92 2.90 0.61 3.17 0.59 3.40 0.56 3.60 0.56 
------~--- ----·- --··----- ------- ·-·--··- --·· --·· ... - ·--··· .. ·-··-· ... -.... ·-·---- --···-·· 
4. Conversation 

30 
-~X.E!!.~E.S~·-·-----

4.07 1.02 3.23 0.57 3.33 0.55 3.47 0.57 3.67 0.48 
.............. .,, .. ___ -·-------·-· .. --·-·-·-····-- ---------·- -·-····-··----

,,__ ___ 
·-·-··----·-----------·-- ·-·····-·-··-·-·- ~·-··---

5. Can ask and 
30 give answer 3.93 l. ll 3.07 0.69 3.27 0.64 3.40 0.56 3.53 0.57 

Rating Scores used 

4.51 - 5.00 Excellent 

3.51 - 4.50 Very good 

2.51 - 3.50 Fair 

1.51 - 2.50 Needs improvement 

1.00 - 1.50 Poor 

The results show that language performance to speak with teacher and others and 

recite in class consists of five rating scales, excellent, very good, fair, needs improvements and 

poor. This assessment show highest mean scores x = 4.07 (3.51 - 4.50 =Very good) on aspect 

of conversation exchange. The lowest mean scores x = 2.83 (2.51 - 3.50 =Fair) on aspect of 

correct grammar. 

The results of this assessment used to design the IDI to improve language 

performance as an indicator of confidence in speaking English. Those assessment shown 
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different mean scores that were summarized from observation checklist of students' assessment 

period. These results can help researcher know about the current confidence level in English 

communication of students that interprets from rating scores and help the researcher got the 

basic data use to design the appropriate IDI activity for improve students 'confidence level on 

next process. 

Table: 8 

Mean and standard deviation set 3 summary of overall aspects of Pre-ID! in terms of 
personality and language performance of overall assessment periods. 

Personality to Level Language Level 

n speak with teacher of Performance of 
Student and others and confidence confidence 

Assessment recite in class 

x S.D x S.D 
1st assessment Fair Very 
(Date: Mon 20 30 3.24 0.75 3.56 0.82 good June, 16) 

~assessme~ 
~-- --·--------~ -· - . 

Fair 
(Date: Tue 27 30 3.14 0.74 3.01 0.47 Fair 

June 16) 
1-------·--- ···-··----- -···-·········--··-··------- t---····-·-··-------···------- r-----···--·----· ·----------··-·-···----------

3rd assessment Fair 
(Date: Mon4 30 3.41 0.56 3.21 0.40 Fair 

__ Ju~l6) --···------- ·--·--- ----·-- -·-· ----
4th assessment Very good 
<Date: Mon 11 30 3.61 0.48 3.43 0.31 Fair 

__ July__l 6) 
. ---- -·----- -·- ···-~~--- ·----- -·--·-

5th assessment Very good Very 
<Date: Mon 18 30 3.75 0.39 3.56 0.27 good July 16) 

Total mean scores 3.43 0.58 Fair 3.35 0.45 Fair 

Rating Scores used 

4.51 - 5.00 Excellent 

3.51 - 4.50 Very good 

2.51 - 3.50 Fair 

1.51 - 2.50 Needs improvement 

1.00 - 1.50 Poor 
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This is the summary of overall aspects, this data results conducted from each 

assessment. Researcher can considered and analyzed these results used to design IDI activities 

to improve confidence level in each situation that make students gained more and confidence 

from activities. The results showed overall of personality has average mean at x = 3.43 based 

on the basis rating scores equal fair level (2.51 - 3.50). For means scores of aspect on language 

performance shown mean scores by x = 3.35 43 based on the basis rating scores that equal 

fair level (2.51 - 3.50), that students should be improve more and more. And from this 

observation checklist can help researcher know about the characteristics of each students that 

show about confidence in English communication in term of personality to speak with teacher 

and others and recite in class and language performance which guide researcher use to design 

the appropriate activities to improve student confidence in the future. 

4.3 The appropriate IDI activities to improve the students' confidence 

Data set 2; the appropriate IDI activities to improve the students' confidence in 

English communication skills based on; side of l) Personality to speak with teacher and 

others and recite in class and side of 2) Language Performance. 

This part mentioned to results from the interviewing of 30 students. Researcher 

created the questions guideline to find out the basis data from students' opinion that can be 

used to design the appropriate activity. Researcher conducted the data then summarize what is 

the highlight of the answers that the students want to change and want to improve. The 

participants consist of 14 boys and 16 girls, they were from the same class. The data analysis 

was derived from the questionnaires, and the outcomes of all the participants that accepted in 

all questions. 
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Table 9 

Mean and standard deviation set 1 of question guideline for students' interview. 

Interview guideline Activity List - S.D Level of 
n x 

agreement 

Learn through 
1.73 0.87 

Strongly 

1) In which ways do you 30 textbooks disagree 

want to learn more about Learn through 
3.57 0.73 Strongly agree 

speaking, that help you 30 English activities 

improve level of speaking Learn through 
2.13 0.97 Disagree 

skill in your English class 30 technology 

Learn through 
2.60 0.97 Agree 

30 direct experience 

Rating Scores used 

1.00 - 1.75 strongly disagree 

1. 76 - 2.50 disagree 

2.51 - 3.25 agree 

3.26 - 4.00 strongly agree 

(Source: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Boonchom, S.A, 2546, p 162) 

This is one of the basic data which used to design IDI; for this part, researcher 

conducted the answers from interviewing. The results showed highest mean scores x = 3.57 

(3.26 - 4.00 = strongly agree ) based on question guideline part 1) In which ways do you want 

to learn more about speaking, that help you improve level of speaking skill in your English 

class of primary 3. The results shown that the majority of students want to learn more through 

English activity that they show the highest agreement. 

The researcher can be conducted the data results use to design appropriate activity that 

can help student improve their confidence level. 
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Table 10. 

Mean and standard deviation set 2 of question guideline for students' interview. 

Interview guideline Activity List - S.D Level of 
n x 

agreement 

30 More than 

2) How often do you 10 times a day 1.77 1.10 
disagree 

develop your English 30 10 times a day 2.67 0.84 agree 

skills with speaking 
30 strongly 

that help you get higher 5 times a day 3.07 1.02 
agree 

scores from teacher 
30 

every day? Less than 
2.50 1.14 disagree 

5 times a day 

Rating Scores used 

1.00 - 1.75 strongly disagree 

1. 76 - 2.50 disagree 

2.51 - 3.25 agree 

3.26 - 4.00 strongly agree 

This is one of the basic data which used to design IDI; the results of question 

guideline part 2) how often you develop your English skills with speaking that help you get 

higher scores from teacher every day?. For this part, researcher conducted the answers from 

interviewing. The results showed highest mean scores;: = 3.07 (2.51 - 3.25 =agree) that mean 

majority students have a chance only 5 times a day to develop their English skills with speaking 

that can help them get higher scores from teacher in each day that the results shown the highest 

agreement. 

The researcher can be conducted the data results use to design appropriate activity that 

can help student improve their confidence level. 
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Table 11. 

Mean and standard deviation set 3 of question guideline for students' interview. 

Interview guideline Activity List - S.D 
n x 

Able to introduce 
2.23 0.90 

3) What ability do you want 30 oneself 

to be your strongest? Able to tell the 
2.33 0.71 

30 story 

Able to sing a song 1.97 1.22 
30 

Able to speak with 

30 foreigner 3.47 1.01 

Rating Scores used 

1.00 - 1.75 strongly disagree 

1. 76 - 2.50 disagree 

2.51 - 3 .25 agree 

3.26 - 4.00 strongly agree 

This is one of the basic data that researcher used to design IDI; for this part, 

researcher conducted the answers from interviewing. The results showed highest mean scores 

:; = 3.47 (3.26 - 4.00 =strongly agree) based on question guideline part 3) what ability do you 

want to be your strongest? The results shown that the majority of students' response on highest 

agreement based on the answer of able to speak with foreigner. 

The researcher can be conducted the data results use to design appropriate activity that 

can help student improve their confidence level to be higher. 
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Table 12. 

Mean and standard deviation set 4 of question guideline for students ' interview. 

Interview guideline Activity List - S.D n x 

4) What activity do the 30 
Speak English to 
class 

1.70 0.84 
students want to do more to 
improve their confidence in 

30 
Speak English to 

2.10 0.99 
English communication parents 

skills in daily life ? Speak English to 
3.03 0.93 30 foreigner 

Speak English to 
3.17 1.02 30 public 

Rating Scores used 

LOO - 1.75 strongly disagree 

1. 76 - 2.50 disagree 

2.51 - 3.25 agree 

3.26 - 4.00 strongly agree 

This is one of the basic data that researcher used to design IDI; for this part, 

researcher conducted the answers from interviewing. Tue results showed highest mean scores 

~ = 3.17 (2.51 - 3.25 =agree) that show the highest agreement from majority of students based 

on question guideline part 4) what activity do the students want to do more to improve their 

confidence in English communication skills in daily life? Tue results shown that the majority 

of students' opinion want to do more to improve their confidence level is speak English to 

public. Therefore; researcher can be conducted the data results use to design appropriate 

activity that can help student improve their confidence level. After researcher interviewed the 

students, were found majority of students want to practice speaking through English activity 

for example; they want to learn through English game, song, group work, and movement 

activity. Therefore; researcher considered to plan about IDI activity by using Experiential 

Learning to apply English activities used to improve their confidence level in next part. 
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Data set 3; Parents Focus Group 

The results are mainly explained in the aspects on exploring and discovery the 

parents' opinion to the teaching activities that can help students to improve confidence in 

English communication. A focus group discussion was conducted exploring and discovery 

parents' opinion based on using Appreciate Inquiry (AI) as followed table 4.2.6 shown the 

summary of the data attempt from the discussion. 

Table 13. (112) 

Focus group parents' data and analysis inter-coding based on improving confidence 

in English communication of their child 

Objective: To explore and discovery the parents' opinion on the teaching activities to 

improve students' confidence in English communication of students in primary3. 

Question Guideline 

1.1 In your opinion, what are the 

characteristics of a student who has self 

confidence in English Communication? 

1.2 What can your child do when he/she 

is self-confident in the English 

Language? 

1.3. How important is self-confidence 

regarding student performance in English 

communication? 

Discussions ( inter-code) 

The students are able to present English 

speaking clearly, without shyness and with 

confidence when they speak to others and the 

public. 

The students attempt to interact with teachers, 

friends, and others using English in their 

conversations. They gradually progress in this 

practice. 

Self-confidence will help the students to have 

good attitude, love to practice and using 

English in term of English communications 

with foreign teacher, and have readiness to 

speak English with less anxiety 
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Table 13. (112) 

Objective: To explore and discovery the parents' opinion on the teaching activities to 

improve students' confidence in English communication of students in primary3. 

Question Guideline Discussions ( inter-code) 

2.1 What did you like best about the English The best activities of the presentation allowed and 

presentation? motivated all the students to participate in all 

activities. 

2.2 How can parents encourage your child to The important encouragement to improve 

improve their self confidence in English students' confidence are reviewing, continuously 

communication? practicing using short conversations in English 

with parents at home 

3 .1 In what ways you can support your child The ways to support the students include 

to improve their level confidence in speaking reviewing and encouraging students to learn more 

English? and more by using short English activities at 

home. 

4.1 In the future, what are the best activities In the future, the best activities that will help 

that will improve the level of self-confidence students to improve their confidence would be to 

of ACU students of primruy 3 in provide more English communication activities 

Speaking Eng1ish? where they can practice more frequently with 

others. 

**(See appendix for full data) 

After 5 parents have watched English activities in the classroom then parents attended 

the meeting and discussion by researcher is managed the meeting and summarized for 1 hours. 

This phase is one of important part that all parent played to support and suggest the appropriate 

activity that can help researcher conducted the data used to design activity. That help students 

gained more confidence in English communication skills. 

The data in table 13; showed that majority of parents agree with improving students 

'confidence in terms of practicing speaking skills through variety English activity for example 

let students have many opportunity to speaking with foreigner. Especially; the strength point 
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of discussion is the best activities of the presentation allowed and motivated all the students to 

participate in all activities. The researcher use these data to attempt as a design appropriate IDI 

process. 

Phase 2: /DI process 

4.4 The IDI can be designed and implement that will help to improve students' 

confidence sense on English communication skills in primary 3. 

Table 14. 

The !DI activity set 1 design,ed and implement that will help to improve student' confidence 

Personality to speak with foreign 

tlJl 
teacher 

= ~~ 
.... 
= "' ~ 

..... 

= 
~ = rJ'} 

"C) (IS e ~ ·;; ; (1) 

~ (1) "C) .... 
~ 

rJ'} .E ~ 13 ~ -; Ill rJ'} ...Q 
'°"" - - ~ = u Activities Objectives .... = 51 0 ·a = -= = (1) "C) u g. = ~ c. ~ ..c rJ'} i:: rJ'} = ·c t' .... 

rJ'} 0 ~ ·- (IS ~ .d .... 
u (1) ~ -~ = .... (1) s u -0 (1) rJ'} f c. ~ t: ~ i:: ..... 

·- ;:3 
Q., ~ 

~ .::: ell 0 0 0 c.. ~ = 
~~ ~ ::s 8 z > ;-l < E-< ~ 

Activity I: To practice Individualized -.J -.J -.J -.J -.J ,,.-.._ 
~ Introduce speaking learning (like (!) 

Language Performance (!) 

oneself to the to learn by 30 ~ 
foreign information oneself) Honey t 
teacher d ~ 

0.. 
about and Mumford, fl) 

and to the 0 ~ !::l ·- ~ oneself, executive 1\1 fl'l .d ..@ class ·- ~ 
-g 

~ (1) 

knowing journal p. 179 § fl) ~ (1) .::: tr) 

on "-' 
oneself with 

fl) i:: i:::: (!) ~ 0 "C) \0 

less anxiety 8~ 0 0 -~ ~ ....... 
0..-;::. ..... t ~ i... 

;;..... 
0 i... -..... i:::: 

t .0 (1) rJ'} (1) :::i 0 (!) 

~ 
;;> (IS ~ ....... (!) 0 i:: I:: 0 0 0 ~ rJ'} N 

(~ < u u u a N 
I 

'1 '1 -../ - - QO ...... 

** (See appendix for full activity details and photo of data) 

The researcher designs the activity base on the experiential learning theory of 

Kolb's (1984), (Honey & Mumford, executive journal) and as cited in Northern Illinois 

University, Faculty Development and Instructional Design Center. Researcher applied the 

technique teaching from Kolb's theory that created learning through action. For this activity 

researcher focused on individualized learning (like to learn by oneself) by using a set of 
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introducing oneself form. Researcher assigned students feel free in adding and creative own 

special information for speaking and let them feel free in doing the action to show confidence 

during their speaking then, do personality and language performance assessment each student 

after finished speaking. 

Table 15. 

The !DI activity set 2 designed and implement that will help to improve student' corifidence 
sense on English communication skills in primary 3. 

Personality to speak with foreign 

t)J) 
teacher 

= .... 
= 0 - ~ 

~ t'il 
~ 

·.;::: ...... E ~ (!) ~ i::: 
~ (!) .... 

a 00 ·;;:; ta ..g ~ - 00 ..0 t'il fl.I 

:i ~ 
:::l ~ t;:: ~ 

Activities Objectives - ,.d - i::: ·a Q +:: = -;:: 0 

= = l:lll 0 
~ = E ~ "O 0 ·c t- Q. J:J 

-~ ~ "' 
Q .... 

00 t> s ..c:: . ... 
~ !ii .... 

~ Q .... (!) ~ (!) ~ ~ 00 = Q. ~ t: ~ 'E 0 "O ~ 

~ -.... 
·- :::l 8: l>'I -= t'il 

~ 8 0 0 0 = i;.;i E--1 ~ z >....l < ~ ~ 

Activity2: To develop Activist 30 
Short English (like to -'1 -'1 -'1 -'1 -'1 
conversation communication learn with ~ +student with other for other): Q) 

assessment exchange Honey and 
Lamrna~e Performance ~ 

I-< 
Q) 

information and Mumford, l:l 0.. 

help student executive 
0 00 ·- ~ 

I-< 
~ tll Q) ::s "'=' have good journal ·- s I-< > 0 Q 0 ·- ..i:: g ~ 

OJ) 
relationship p. 178 00 ~ i::: tr) tll 0 ] Q) ~ 

'-._/ 
I-< ·-0 .!:i 0 0 ~ Q) IO I-< tll 

o..~ t) 
I-< tll OJ) 

~ -Q) a> m I-< » - i::: ~ 
Q) 

Q Q) Q) 6 ..i:: ~ 
...... 

Q) Q t:: § ::s t:: Q 0 0 Q 00 ....... 
0 -<t: u z u ~ u § 0-.. 
u N 

I 

-'1 -'1 -'1 -'1 -'1 
tr) 
N 

** (See appendix for full activity details and photo of data) 

For this activity process researcher designs the activity relate to the experiential 

learning theory ofKolb's (1984), (Carlson, W., 2010) and cited Honey & Mumford, executive 

journal p. 179, Northern Illinois University, Faculty Development and Instructional Design 

Center. Researcher applied the technique teaching from Kolb's theory that created learning 

through action. For this activity researcher focused on pairs work learning style (like to learn 
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by oneself) by using a set of introducing oneself form. Researcher assigned students feel free 

in adding and creative own special information for speaking and let them feel free in doing the 

action to show confidence during their speaking then, do personality and language performance 

assessment each student after finished speaking (Carlson, W., 2010; Honey & Mumford, 

executive journal) 

Table 16. 

The !DI activity set 3 designed and implement that will help to improve student' confidence 
sense on English communication skills in primary 3. 

Personality to speak with 
foreign teacher 

~ c.f = .... ....... 
= Q) - ~ ~ 

'"' ;;..... "C1 ~ e = Q) ..... Q) 
~ Q) Cll ::a "C1 .... 
~ ::a Cll 

]~ t;:::: ;;.... ~ Cll 

Activities Objectives - - c<::l ~ - ~ = fl} ::s 
~ 

~ Q ..... e ,... 0 0.. ·- = OI) .... Q) "C1 Q 
~ = = = Q) ..0 -~ § ~ Cll e .!!! t' =- Cll ..... 5 a ..c:: .... ·-'"' -~ 

Q) Q Q) ~ 
.... 

~ Q ~~ Q "C1 Q) Cll ~ =- ~ t: ..... ..... ::s 0.. ..:...:: a. 
~-= = ~ 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ = 
~~ ~ Q z > ...4 E-< Q 

Activi!)'.'.3: To encourage Having an 
Song students used experience 30 -'1 -'1 -'1 -'1 -'1 
presentation English song (Direct and 

,....__ 

~ 
(group to practice indirect Lan2t1a~e Performance ~ work) English skills experience) ~ 

with executive 
~ 0.. 
0 Cll ·-enjoyment. journal d a Cll Q) !::l ..... 

~ 
'E :>- ..8 p. 177 

Q 
0 

..... g Cll ~ ~ 
OI) 

Cll 0 ] 
tr) 

Q) 
~ (+.,. ..... '-' 

0 .::i 0 0 d Q) \0 ~ Cll 
o..~ 0 

~ Cll OI) 

~'"" -Q) ~ § ..... ~ Q) ..0 
c<::l ~ til (,) Q) 

§ ~ ..c:: ~ 8 t: ::s 
0 0 Q § Cll on 

8~ u z u ~ u § ~ 
tr) 

-'1 -'1 -'1 -'1 -'1 
I ..... 

**(See appendix for full activity details and photo of data) 

This project is one of basis data results that showed students' abilities in term of English 

speaking; for example ability to speak asking and give answers story spoken. And also this 

activity can help researcher well known students' skill individually. The song presentation 

designed with given song pattern then teach how to sing and let students feel free to act out 
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such as design dancing during singing. After finish English class students and teacher learnt 

and say about the words meaning together also talk about what is the best presentation and how 

is the show of each group for each periods. 

Research used data from this activity designed and created English activity to improve 

their confidence and can assess them. 

Table 17. 

The !DI activity set 4 designed and implement that will help to improve student' confidence 

Activities 

Activity4: 
Interview 
people+ 
student 
assessment 

Objectives 

To motivate 
student gained 
more confident 
in English 
communication 
through 
practicing 
communicate 
with other 
people 

Activist 
(like to 
learn with 
other): 
Honey and 
Mumford, 
executive 
journal 
p. 178 

30 

Personality to speak with 
foreign teacher 

Language Performance 

~ a .... 
E-o! 

""" ~ c 
~ .... ..... 
f 
::s 
Q 

00 

** (See appendix for full activity details and photo of data) 

This activity aims to encourage students to talk and ask information from foreign 

teacher or somebody and have conversation. For this activity teacher gave the same questions 

set to all students then let them feel free to choose and added more special questions to ask 

people. This activity researcher designed the questions word modal in the booklet for all 
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participants. Researcher evaluates two mainly areas; side of personality and language 

performance to public speaking. 

Table 18. 

The ID! activity set 5 designed and implement that will help to improve student' confidence 
on English communication skills in primary 3. 

Personality to speak with 
foreign teacher 

bl) 
o~ = 

·= ·-11) t:i E ;., ;>-. "Cl t<:l Cli = 11) ·r;; ~ 
11) e 

~ 
11) "Cl 
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,.,.. 

~ 
~ 0 0 

....... c.... - 0.. 0 - = OJ) 11) "Cl 0 §< = = ~ "S -~ a !Zl = ·c ~ c. 
!Zl - ~ ..d .s ·c:; 
11) g 11) ~ -Cli 0 t: 

11) 0 "Cl 

~ 
!Zl 

f Q.. Cli ~ 1:1 - ·- :::i 
~ 

11'!1 .::I = ~ 8 
0 0 0 ta = 

j;;;ij ~ ~ z >.....:i E-< ~ 

Activity5: To help student Apply learning 
2 Role play gained more from authentic '1 '1 '1 '1 '1 11) 

11) 

+student confident and experience by Language Performance ~ 
have good group usingCIPPA l-< 

assessment 11) 

work learning by model by 0.. 
30 !Zl 

using role play Constructivism, 
Q) 

!3 = on 
and gained more (Har, L.B., § 0 

0 ..d 
-~ .J:: 

confident in 2005-2013; a (l'j 

~ Q) V) 
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:::l (l'j 0 "O ...... 

· communication T., 2542) s:: e (+.o 
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** (See appendix for full activity details and photo of data) 

This activity aims to encourage and improve students' confidence to show ability in 

English communications through story telling; for example role player, act as the actors in the 

story. Researcher designs same story for students and allowed them learn and practice the 

words from story then let them work in group to do role play as each actor that they love. 

Students can created the costumes to wear when they played. Researcher evaluates students 

into two mainly areas; side of personality and language performance to class, other classes or 

public. 
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Table 19. 

Criteria of scoring for assessment English Communication skills in primary 3 

Scoring Tools and evaluation criteria of language skills 

level Scoring of speech 

Excellent Very good Fair Needs Poor 

contents 5 4 3 improvement 2 1 

Very strongly Acting and Speak with Speak likes Speak very 
Personality confidence speaking with tone suitable reading not little 
Gestures I And able to appropriate with the title, natural lack 
tone of speak all tone and with but no acting of interesting 
speaking words appropriate assembly. 
(voice) correctly and 

topics talked makes sense 
without 
anxiety 

Able to speak Speaking of Stutter, but Speak a word, Able to say 
as likes the continuous and still enough stopping some word/ 
native clear speech to intermittently. does not 
speaker/ communication/ communicate Communicatio make sense 

n has not made 
clear 

Language ~·-----·--·······-··--- ~--------·--··-· .. ··-·---------·----··-····----···---·--· ~--··--·-----.. ·······-·~··--·------ ··-·--·-----·----·---
Able to Able to Pronunciation, Pronunciation, 

performance pronounces all pronounces all vocabulary 
Wrong 

vocabulary pronunciation/ 
ofthewords of the words and sentence and sentence 
and sentences and sentences were correct were accurate accent/ stress 
correctly/ correctly/ grammatical for the most 
Correct 

Correct And voice part. But lack 
pronunciation/ 

pronunciation/ stressing the of pronounced 
accent/ stress stress 

accent/stress words/ 
sentences for 
the most part. 

Key points: 

4.51-5.00 =excellent of all of the time (Excellent) 

3.51 -4.50 =very good or most of the time (Very good) 

2.51 - 3.50 =satisfactory or some of the time (Fair) 

1.51 - 2.50 =improvement needed or occasionally (Needs improvement) 

1.00- 1.50 =poor performance or never. (Poor) 
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This is the important part which researcher use to score and analyzed the ability of two 

mainly of personality to speak with foreign teacher I recite in the class and show language 

performance of each student. This criteria is standardized on language skills that useful to 

researcher in this study. 

Table 20. 

This is the sample of assessment form in English Communication skills 

Personality to speak with foreign teacher and recite in the class 
Number/ 
Student I.Makes 2.Not 3.Voice is 4.Appears 5.Talks Total 

ID regular eye embarrassed enthusiastic, confident happily score 
contact loud, and 

clear 

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 

1. 

2. 

Key points of student assessment: 

4.51 - 5.00 =excellent of all of the time (Excellent) 

3.51 -4.50 =very good or most of the time (Very good) 

2.51 - 3.50 =satisfactory or some of the time (Fair) 

1.51 - 2.50 = improvement needed or occasionally (Needs improvement) 

1.00-1.50 =poor performance or never. (Poor) 

This observation checklist form can also help the researcher when recording about two 

mainly aspects of 1) personality to speak with foreign teacher I recite in the class and 2) show 

language performance of each student. The researcher also use this assessment form collected 

data that and analyzed confidence level of each behavior performance in term of English 

communication skills. 
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Phase 3: The Post- IDI 

4.4 Differences in the students' confidence level before using IDI and Post- IDI 

The results analysis of this phase; based on what are the different of students' 

confidence level. This part were focused on comparison about the confidence level before and 

after designed intervention activities through experiential learning to improve students' 

confidence in English communication, primary 3 of EBP program, Assumption College 

Ubonratchathani. 

Table 21. 

Analysis of Mean and standard deviation the different levels set 1 of students' confidence in 

English communication skills after using !DI 

Personality on Language 
speaking to Levels of Performance Levels of 

Durations Activity I other class and Confidence Confidence 
public 

x S.D x S.D 

Student Introduce 
assessment 1st oneself to 

3.57 0.65 Very good 3.77 0.74 Very good (Date: Mon 22 foreign teacher 

·--~u81 ... ~QJ.~)---··-·-- and other 
····-·-·-·-----·-·--·--···-··-······--·----.. ----·-··-·-··-·-··---····-- ·····-····--·····--···--·-- ------·····- ,,,_ .............. ,., .. _____ .,., ________ ···---····--··· ....... -....... .----·---· 

Student Short 
assessment znd conversation 

3.81 0.57 Very good 3.84 0.69 Very good (Date: Mon 29 (work in pairs) 
Aug, ~-016) __ 

--~--·--·-···-·····--- -----·---··--- .. ···--·--·--·· ··- --- ---·----·----
Student Song 
assessment 3rd presentation to 

3.86 0.53 Very good 3.86 0.69 Very good 
(Date: Mon 5 other class 

___ S~ez1Q!.§J_ ......... __ . ___ _J_S!:.2~e-~~-~~l ____ !--·--·--·-··-·····-·-·"" ---·-··-·-· ···-·-·--··-·--··-.. ------.. ---.···-·--····--r------~- ···-~-----------

Student Interview 
assessment 4th people ( talk 
(Date: Mon 12 with foreign 3.86 0.53 Very good 3.89 0.64 Very good 
Sep,2016) teacher around 

school 
··-------· ··-·----- -----·-·-·-- ~--·-- ~·---

_ .. ___________ 
Student Role play 
assessment 5th show to public 

4.33 0.27 Very good 3.94 0.56 Very good (Date: Mon 19 ( work in group) 
Sep, 2016) 

Total mean scores 3.91 0.48 Very good 3.86 0.67 Very good 

** (See appendix for full activity details and photo of data) 
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Rating Scores used 

4.51 - 5.00 Excellent 

3.51 - 4.50 Very good 

2.51 - 3.50 Fair 

1.51 - 2.50 Needs improvement 

1.00 - 1.50 Poor 

Table 4.4.1, showed analysis of the Mean and Standard Deviation the different levels 

of students' confidence in English communication skills in primary 3, academic year 2016. 

After using IDI, were found the overall of assessments, the majority of students are confidence 

level for English communication skills, higher than the previous. The aspect with the highest 

Mean and Standard Deviation is personality on speaking to other class and public by equal 

mean scores x = 3.91 and the lowest mean score is the aspect of language performance 

by mean scores x = 3.86. 

Table 22. 

Comparison of different confidence level set 2 based on personality with speak to public 
and posted of before the Pre- ID! and Post !DI 

The students' assessment 181 -5°' of Personality (speak to public) 

Time assessment n Activity x S.D t-test p-Value Results 

Assessment 1st 30 Pre-IOI 3.24 0.75 
Activityl: ---- ---- 6.021 .000 Significant 
Introduce oneself 30 Post-IOI 3.57 0.65 
Assessment 2nd 30 Pre-IOI 3.14 0.74 
Activity2: Short --------- --------- ------ ------------ 4.611 .000 Significant 
conversation 

30 Post-ID I 3.81 0.57 

Assessment 3ro 30 Pre-IOI 3.41 0.56 
Activity3: Song i.-------- ---- 3.807 .001 Significant 
presentation 

30 Post-IOI 3.86 0.53 

Assessment 4th 30 Pre-IOI 3.61 0.48 
Activity4: ----- ----------- ------- ---------- 3.581 .001 Significant 
Interview people 

30 Post-ID I 3.95 0.47 
Assessment 5th 30 Pre-IOI 3.75 0.39 
Activity5: Role ~--- --
play 30 Post-IOI 4.33 0.27 7.838 .000 Significant 

**There is a statistically significant level .01 
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Table 23, Showed the different of Pre-ID I and Post DI in terms of mainly area 1) 

personality to speak other and public; for example: makes regular eye contact with the 

audiences, not embarrassed, voice is enthusiastic, loud, and clear, talks happily and appears 

confidents of each assessment. The first assessment found there is significant (t = 6.021, 

P = 0.000), The second assessment were found there is significant ( t = 4.611, p = 0.000), 

The third assessment found there is significant (t = 3.807, p= 0.001), The fourth assessment 

found there is significant ( t = 3.581, p = 0.001 ), and the last assessment found there is 

significant ( t = 7.838, p = 0.000). Over all assessments found the different level of average 

scores after using IDI that showed the level of statistical significance by 0.01. When 

considering in each aspect were found overall aspects' assessment had the levels of average 

scores after using IDI higher than the levels of average scores before using IDI. There were 

significant of all aspects' assessment. 

Table 23. 

Comparison of different corifidence level set 3 based on personality and language 
performance and posted of before the Pre- ID/ and Post /DI 

The students' assessment 1 st th -5 of Lan2uru?:e performance ( speak to public ) 

Time assessment - Significant or 
n Activity x S.D t-test p-Value Not 

significant 
Assessment 1st 

30 Pre-ID I 3.56 0.82 Activity I: 
Introduce 

--- ------- ----------r--------- 4.983 .000 Significant 

oneself 30 Post-ID I 3.77 0.74 

Assessment 2°d 30 Pre-ID I 3.01 0.47 
Activity2: Short ,___. -- 5.767 .000 Significant 
conversation 30 Post-ID I 3.84 0.69 
Assessment 3rd 30 Pre-ID I 3.21 0.40 
Activity3: Song ---------e------- --------- i------------.... -- 4.725 .000 Significant 
presentation 30 Post-ID I 3.86 0.69 
Assessment 4th 30 Pre-ID I 3.43 0.31 
Activity4: 

30 
3.733 .001 Significant 

Interview people Post-ID I 3.89 0.64 

Assessment 5th 30 Pre-ID I 3.56 0.27 

Activity5: Role t---------- ----- -- 3.583 .001 Significant 
play 30 Post-ID I 3.94 0.56 

** There is a statistically significant level .01 
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Table 4.4.3 Showed the different of Pre-IDI and Post DI in terms of mainly area 2) 

language performance to public; for the first assessment found there is significant ( t = 4.983, 

p = 0.000), The second assessment were found there is significant ( t = 5.767, p= 0.000), 

The third assessment found there is significant ( t = 4. 725, p = 0.000), The fourth assessment 

found there is significant ( t = 3.733, p = 0.001 ), and the last assessment found there is 

significant (t = 3.583, p = 0.001). Therefore; over all assessments found the different level of 

average scores after using IDI that showed the level of statistical significance by 0.01. When 

considering in each aspect were found overall aspects' assessment had the levels of average 

scores after using IDI higher than the levels of average scores before using IDI. There were 

significant of all aspects' assessment. 

Table 24. 

Comparison of different confidence level set 1 based on overall aspects of Personality and 
Language performance that posted of before the Pre-ID! and Post ID!. 

h The students' assessment JS' - 5' of Personality and Lan~age performance 

Activities - S.D 
p-

Results Time assessment n x t-test 
Value 

Assessment 1st 30 Pre-ID I 3.40 0.69 
Activityl: ---·---- ------ --------- 4.983 .000 Significant 
Introduce oneself 

30 Post-ID I 3.67 0.63 
----~- ----- ------ --··-·--· .. -·····-··-· 

Assessment 2°d 30 Pre-ID I 3.07 0.42 
Activity2: Short >-·---- -·------- ·-····-·····-··------- ······--···-··--·-··-··-····- 5.767 .000 Significant 
conversation 30 Post-ID I 3.82 0.57 

- --..--· ------
Assessment 3rd 30 Pre-ID I 3.31 0.35 
Activity3: Song -- ........... -·----~·-·-··- 4.725 .000 Significant 
presentation 30 Post-IDI 3.86 0.55 

----- ----------------- ··-··--··---·····----- ··-····-·--····· .. ····---.. ··-· 
Assessment 4th 30 Pre-ID I 3.52 0.29 
Activity4: ------- ------~-... --- ·--···--.. -···---·----·-- ····-·---·--·········-········-·- 3.733 .001 Significant 
Interview people 30 Post-ID I 3.92 0.51 

--· - ···--·-· -•MOM--~ 

Assessment 5th 30 Pre-ID I 3.65 0.25 
Activity5: Role !--------- ,_ __ --- --- ---- 3.583 .001 Significant 
play 30 Post-ID I 4.14 0.35 

30 Pre-ID I 3.39 0.30 Significant 
Total ----- - 6.395** .000 

30 Post-ID I 3.88 0.52 
**There is a statistically significant level .01 
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This part showed the different totally overall aspects of each assessment that divided 

into two mainly indicators; l) side of personality between the Pre-IDI and Post DI and 2) side 

oflanguage performance before and after using IDI. The two sides shown valued of significant 

by ( t = 6.395, p = 0.000) Therefore; over all assessments found the different level of average 

scores after using IDI that acceptable valued of statistical significance level 0.01. 

Table 25. 

The Analysis to compare the different level on students' confidence between the pre-ID/ and 

the post /DI 

Significant or 
Activities n - S.D t p Not Significant x 

Pre· ID I 
30 3.39 0.30 

6.395** .000 Significant 

Post· ID I 
30 3.88 0.52 

** There is statistical significantly at level .01 

Table 25, Showed the different levels of student's confidence of personality and 

language performance, average mean scores after using IDI ( x = 3.88) that higher than the , 

-
average mean scores of the current levels before using the IDI ( x = 3.39) The valued of 

statistical significance. 01. (t = 6.395, p = 0.000) 



Figure JO: 

Showed students' corifidence level before the pre-ID! and the post-IDL and Mean and 
standard deviation scores corifidence level. 
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The figure ten, aims to present the overview of students' confidence increasing 

in English communication after using IDI process. 

4.5 Hypothesis of this study 

Based on the t-test result, p- value comparing Two- sample t-Test as the following 

conclusion from this study, were found the answers for support the hypothesis as followed: 

Hol: There is no significant difference between the Pre and post IDI on the students' 

confidence level, in terms of personality performance and language performance 

Hal: There is a significant difference between the Pre and Post IDI on students' 

confidence level in terms oflearning and performance 



The results show Hal stating that there is significant difference between the Pre and 

the. Post IDI is accepted, 

Sun1n1ary of the study 

-
Ho I: Thl'n.- i' no si:.tnifkant diffcn•ncl' hl'hH•cn thl' Pn.- and po't IDI 

on the .. tudent .. • confidence level. in tem1s of personalit~· perfom1ance and 
hlnRU:tf.tl' pcrformanl'l' 

111e results slunt' tllt1t P -1•11/11es = 0 .. OOfJ, therefore 
Ho I i.'\ reje<:tetle It~" 111et111 tile re is ti sig11ific:t111t 

1/iffere11ce betn,ee11 Pre a1u/ Post J J)J. 

Figure 11: Summary of the study results 
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Chapter 5 

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter presented the summary of research conclusions and recommendations. 

The study involved 30 students, who were studying in primary 3, semesterl in academic year 

2016 that participated on the students assessment and responded questionnaires based on 

interview part, and 5 parents of primary 3 were from sampling random responded 

questionnaires of focus group. The participants were acceptable to respond the basis questions 

for this study. 

5.1. Conclusions 

The instruments used in this study consist of; 1) Pre- test assessment aims to diagnose 

the students' confidence, 2) Students interview that aims to find out the opinions on how to 

improve confidence level, and 3) Parents focus group aims to diagnose and discover opinions 

on improving students' confidence. Those of three instruments gained much of the basic data 

which was useful in designing the IDI. Research has shown students' confidence tends to 

increase more and more during doing activity. Especially; after using IDI process found 

students enjoyed practicing English communication through experiential learning that related 

to their learning style. 

The finding results were conducted into 3 phases; 1) Phase one is the Pre-IDI by using 

the Pre-test, students interview, parent focus group that aim to diagnose the currents situation 

of students' confidence level, 2) Phase two collected the data from phase one to design the 

appropriate IDI aims to improve student confidence, The IDI were designed with English 

activity based on experiential learning. 3) Phase 3 is compared the results of the Pre IDI and 

the results of Post-IDI. Therefore; the overall aspects is lower than value of 0.01 significantly 
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that defined to the students' confidence is changed and tends to higher than pre IDI as followed 

the research conceptual framework in chapter 3. 

5.2. Recommendations 

The results of this study yielded the recommendations for further study. 

1) For the institute level, as researcher is one of Assumption College Ubonratchathani 

(ACU) members will concentrated on published and presented the results of this independent 

study to the school director how can researcher well done along the procedures of study, how 

is it improve the students to success about the areas of study. The school can be used the 

research finding or the information to guide in process of increasing students' learning skills 

related to other academic subjects area. This study can help to develop school's policies that 

focused on enhancing the students be successful in own learning. This study can support the 

school academic based on prepared to the educational of the 21st century. Researcher hopefully 

this study will fulfill the school educational development in the future. 

2) For The English department level, researcher will presented about the applying on 

improving students confidence and shared the methodologies used that helps student gained 

higher skills. Especially, collaborated with English teachers in English Bilingual program to 

create and integrated each school subjects through experiential leaning. And also explains and 

persuades the colleague to understand about ODI and IDI process as this study support 

researcher from the beginning till now. 

3) For students can be used the activities guide from this study related to improve other 

skills or other subjects and also will gained more knowledge if have much confidence then help 

simply in other learning areas in the future 
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4) For individually, as the researcher and teacher wants to do more about teaching in 

the classroom are; improving writing and reading skills because from this study aims to 

improving confidence in speaking, in addition, after student have increase confidence level, 

they have much confidence and can be learn more about writing and reading through direct 

experience as Kolb's theory for developing their abilities in the future. 

In the future, researcher purposes that research based on the same topic of this study in 

term of improving students' confidences that will focused on improving students' confidence 

in reading comprehension should be done. Because reading skill is one important skill which 

helps student related to English 4 skills and researcher wants to continue improving process of 

learners' achievements for learning language. 
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Time: 

Topic: _________ Teacher/Assessor: ______ Date: ___ _ 

Personality 

I.Makes 2.Not 3.Voice is 4.Appears 5.Talks 
regular eye embarrassed enthusiastic, confident ll~Gh'.1 happily \f;iGl r/) 

Cl) 

contact 't1hiiuent1 loud, and clear A11t121'ut ·:u1am.11 Gl1£Jfl~£11 ~ 
0 

fflJG\1 rjVf\I V;iG1il1lNt1\lfi l1-fr~utu11rutvl vi1Vl1\lfl 
0 

r/1 
Number 

I Vi~"' Laa"~" ~Gl R11ll~"l.I 
ta ...... 
0 

Student vfo1l'Gl [--< 

ID 

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Signature ............................................ Teacher 

( ................................................................ ) 

Date .................. Month ................... Year ..... . 
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Time: 

Topic: _________ Teacher/Assessor:------- Date: ___ _ 

Number 
I 

Student 
ID 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

6. Correct 
pronunciati 
on/accent/st .. 
ress aafmm.:i 

1~Clfl~eN, 
" 

~1LUCJ.:JClfl~eN, 
" 

LU'UR1 VIUflLU1 

7. Correct 
Grammar 
11v1mru 

... 
mwrn.:i 
" 

Personality 

8. Number of 9.Conversation 
words w~1~ 

" 
exchange a"t.!'Vl'l.11 

1~1'mu1~ 

10.Canask 
and give 

answer a11.nm 

m:u LL'1~1'leJU 

r11m:u1~ 

54321543215432 1543 2 1 5 4321 

Signature ............................................ Teacher 

( ................................................................ ) 

Date .................. Month ................... Year ..... . 
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Lesson Plan Form 
for English Communication 

Learning Group: Foreign Languages Subject: English 

Level: Primary 3/1-2 Semester: I Academic Year: 2016 

Activity: Song Presentations I words meaning/ sentences/ verb 

Total: ............. Hour(s) Week No ....... . Date: .......... . 

Learning Standards Endowment with language communication skills for exchange of 
data and information; efficient expression of feelings and 
opinions 

Indicators Express their own simple needs by following the models heard 
(Personality/language performance) 

Sub-Concept and Topic 1. Speak in an exchange with short and simple words in 
interpersonal communication by following the models heard. 
2. Students will be able speak to answer questions appropriately 
and listen to various role playing conversations and choose the 
correct answer. 

Knowledge Abilities 
- Usage verb to do in sentences 
- Practice speaking skill, gained more confidence in speaking 

Skills 1. Communication Capacity 
2. Thinking Capacity 
3. Problem-Solving Capacity 
4. Language performance 

Characteristics 1. Self- discipline 
2. Avidity for learning 
3. pay attention to study 
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Learning Processes I Activities 

Learning Processes I Activities Notes 

- Singing an English song with the students. 
Possible songs include: 'Swimming song", 
"Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star", "Mary Had a 
Little Lamb," "Pop-See-Ko", or "Head, 

Warm-
Shoulders, Knees, and Toes" 

up/Presentation 
- All songs have movements that go along 
with them to ensure student memorization and 
in order to keep all learners engaged no 
matter their learning profile. 

- Practice/Organization of activities for 
students to achieve/gain knowledge 
Reviewing phonics cards and practicing the 
sounds of each letter that includes in the song, 
students learn the words with meaning from 
the song 
- Teacher will say the example first and then 

Practice/Organization have the students repeat after. Hand motions 
will be included with each letter to better 
activate the students' memory. Once the 
motions are memorized students will better be 
able to recall the words, sentences, phonics of 
each letter or words independently. 

Have students come up with their own 
examples of these song based on the examples 
teacher have given. They will raise their 

- Application of 
hands and share the examples with the rest of 
the class. If needed, teacher will provide more 

knowledge gained examples until they understand. 
- Present the song to class and teacher 

Students will copy down sentences from the 
board and circle the do/does in each of the 

- Summary and 
sentences. They will then have a chance to 
color a picture of what was happening in each 

exchange of learning 
sentence to further engage them. 
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Form of Assessment I Measurement & Evaluation 

How to measure Measuring tools Resources Assessment Criteria 

-Teacher - Teachers asking - Worksheet 
observation questions - Student's work Teacher observation 
- Ask questions - Student assessment form - Presentation 
- Teacher record 
students at the end of 
activity 
- Give comments 
and suggestion 

-Teacher - Teachers asking - Worksheet 
observation questions - Student's work Teacher observation 
- Ask questions - Student assessment form - Presentation 
- Teacher record 
students at the end of 
activity 
- Give comments 
and suggestion 

-Teacher - Teachers asking - Worksheet 
observation questions - Student's work Teacher observation 
- Ask questions - Student assessment form - Presentation 
- Teacher record 
students at the end of 
activity 
- Give comments 
and suggestion 

Teachers' suggestion ...................................................................................... . 

................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................... 

Signed ............................................ Teacher 

( ............................................................... ) 

......... I ................ I .......... .. 
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Practice English Speaking set 1 

Activity set 1: Introduce oneself 

Topic Talk about me 

Activity objective: To practice the information speaking about oneself, knowing oneself with 

less anxiety and gained more confidence in present the song to class and other. 

Step 1: Learn about the basic sentences about introducing oneself to others. Teacher will give 

the set of sentences to let students practice speaking 

My name is ................ . 

I'm··························· 

Nice to meet you; I'm ........................ . 

Pleased to meet you; I'm .................... . 

Let me, introduce myself; I'm ............... . 

I'd like to introduce myself; I'm ............. . 

My name is ...................... My nickname is .................. I am ...... years old. I live with 
my family, there are ....... people in my family. I am studying in primary ........ My 
homeroom teacher are ............. My favorite subject is/ are ........... My favorite sport 
is .......... My favorite movie is ......... My favorite color is/ are ......... I like to eat ........... . 

(Students can add more the detail about themselves) 

Step 2: Teacher allow student practice every class and organize the time for each students 

practice speaking 

Step 3: Teacher evaluates students by using studenCs assessment form and observed 

Step 4: All students and teacher summarize I give suggestion to class 
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Practice English Speaking set 2 

Activity set 2: Short conversation (Talking with friends) 

Activity objective: To develop English communication with other for exchange information, 

help student have good relationship and gained more confidence to speak 

Step 1: Teacher and students learn about the sentence, let students write and practice together 

about words meaning, phonics, and sentences usage. 

Step 2: Let the students practice in pairs as follow dialogue sample; 

Student A: Hello. How are you? 

Student B: I'm OKI (great, happy, fine, and hungry), thank you. And you? 

Student A: What is your name? 

Student B: My name is ............... . 

Student A: How old are you? 

Student B: I am ...... years old. 

Student A: Where do you live? 

Student B: Ilive in ................. . 

Student A: How many people are there in your family? 

Student B: There are ........ people in my family. 

Student A: What is your favorite Thai food/ fruit/? 

Student B: My favorite Thai food is .................. . 

Step 3: Teacher allowed students make more own sentences as much as they can. 

Step 4: Practice in pairs and show conversation to the class 

Step 5: During conversation students can show the action, feeling, voice, accents 

Step 6: Teacher evaluates students by using student's assessment form and observed 

Step 7: All students and teacher summarize I give suggestion to class 

**Note: all students should be switch the role as leader and follower. 

Applied from http://thai.langhub.com/th-en/travel-english/-First-Conversation 



Practice English Speaking set 3 

Activity set 3: Song presentation (Song: Pop - See- ko) 
Activity objective: To encourage students used English song to practice English skills, 
student enjoyed learning English through song and gained more confidence in present the 
song to class and other. 

Step 1: Class practices the song together 

Person A: Hey..... (Teacher or leader will say hey! students, class, or p3/ ...... ) 

Person B: Hey what? (All students say together) 

Person A: Are you ready? 

Person B: For what? (All students say together) 

Person A: To pop 

Person B: Pop what? (All students say together) 

Person A and B: Pop See Ko! (All people say together) 

My hands are high (person A) 

My feet are low (person A) 
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And this is how I pop see ko (person A design own dancing style to lead the class is followed) 

His hands are high (student Band all students sing together) 

His feet are low (student Band all students sing together) 

And this is how he/she pop see ko (student Band all students sing together) 

Pop see ko 

Pop-pop see ko 

From Pop See Ko, released May 7, 2015, 

(!J;.ttp:llmusic. kookookangaroo. comltrack/pop-see-ko) 

Step 2: The teacher allowed students sing and dance with own dance style to class (with 
individual, pairs, and group) 

Step3: The teacher guides students and let students manage and design the step of song 
presentation 

Step 4: Teacher evaluates students by using student's assessment form and observed 

Step 5: All students and teacher summarize I give suggestion to class 

**Note: all students should be switch the role as leader and follower 
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Practice English Speaking set 4 

Activity set 4: Interview People (outside the class) 

Activity objective: To motivate student gained more confident in English communication through 
practicing communicate with other people 

Step 1: Students learn about question words; what, where, when, how, which, why, how 

many, and how much 

Step 2: Teacher let students practice writing about question word sentence 

Step 3: All students design sentences together and create the set of questions use to interview 

the people; 

Excuse me. May I ask the questions, please? 

What is your name? 

When were you born? 

Where do you live? 

Where are you from? 

What kind of Thai food/ Western food do you like to eat? 

What is your favorite movie/ cartoon/ song? 

What fruits do you like? 

Where do you live? 

Where are you from? 

How many brothers or sisters do you have? 

How do you come to school? 

Step 4: Students interview other people in school as follows the set of question and after 

interview the people who give the information sign their name for each sentence. 

Step 5: Teacher evaluates students by using student's assessment form and observed 

Step 6: All students and teacher summarize I give suggestion to class 

* * Note: all students should be switch the role as leader and follower 



Practice English Speaking set 5 

Activity set 5: Role play: situation in the restaurant (with the group or pairs) 

Activity objective: To help student gained more confident and have good group work 
learning by using role play and gained more confident in English communication through 
role play 

Step I: Teacher and students identify and create about the situation together 
Step 2: Practice and learn about words meaning and practice to read the words are there in 
the story 

Focus: 
The purpose of this lesson is to give false beginners the skills to order food in a restaurant. 
This lesson follows a simple format of an introduction and discussion, followed by a role
play activity. 

Preparation: 
The teacher will need to print off and photocopy four sheets: restaurant menus, the waiters' 
activity sheet, the customers' activity sheet, and the role-play prompts. 

Introduction: 
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Tell the students that they will be ordering food from restaurants today. Invite one student up 
to the front and give the student a menu. After the student has had a short time to look at the 
menu, say, "May I take your order?" 
Usually, the student will say something very basic, "Hamburger." If this is the case, I walk to 
my pretend kitchen, cook up a pretend hamburger, and when I am done, pretend to spit in it. 
The class will usually laugh and the student who ordered it may be surprised. 
If the student gives a more sophisticated answer, then I write it on the board and then we 
begin to discuss other ways of ordering food. 

Discussion: 
The purpose of the above demonstration is a lesson in pragmatic competence. Just barking 
out orders can be perceived as being rude and may have real consequences. After the student 
sits back down, I ask the class why I spit in the student's imaginary hamburger. 
As a class we briefly discuss ways to order food: I'll have a hamburger, please. I'd like the 
seafood spaghetti. Then we go over other aspects of the conversation to the right. 

Role-play Activity: 
Now, comes the real focus of the class: a role-play activity to practice ordering food. Divide 
the class into three: one third of the class will become restaurant waiters and the other two 
thirds will partner up and go around to the various restaurants and order food. 
The waiters should receive their 'Special of the Day' prompt cards and their activity sheet. As 
customers visit their restaurants, waiters have to write down the orders on their activity 
sheets. Likewise, the customers write down what they ordered on the customer activity 
sheets. 
Now, if you want to throw in an unscripted wrench into the works, you can hand out the 
complaint cards to the customers and see how both customers.and waiters react. You can also 
instruct a few waiters to be rude and insulting on purpose. 
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Practice English Speaking set 5 (continued) 

Activity set 5: Role play: situation in the restaurant (with the group or pairs) 

Target Language: 
Waiter: Welcome to Michel's. Here are your menus. Today's special is grilled salmon. I'll be 

back to take your order in a minute. 

Waiter: Are you ready to order? 

Customer 1: I'd like the seafood spaghetti. 

Waiter: And you? 

Customer 2: I'll have a hamburger and fries. 

Waiter: Would you like anything to drink? 

Customer 1 : I'll have a coke, please. 

Waiter: And for you? 

Customer 2: Just water, please. 

Waiter: OK. So that's one seafood spaghetti, one hamburger and fries, one coke, and one 
water. I'll take your menus. 

Waiter: Here is your food. Enjoy your meal. 

Waiter: How was everything? 

Customers 2: Delicious, thanks. 

Waiter: Would you like anything for dessert? 

Customer 1: No, just the bill please. 

Step 5: Teacher evaluates students by using student's assessment form and observed 

Step 6: All students and teacher summarize I give suggestion to class 

(Cited in: http://bogglesworldesl.com/survival travel english/restaurants.htm) 



APPENDIX II 

Students Interview Form 
With questions guideline 
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1. In which ways do you want to learn more about speaking, that help you 
improve level of speaking skill in your English class? 

Question (CE- Concrete Experience: doing/having an experience).1'W1'!!1m'l:t1a.:inq'l:t i!m~EJ'U 

Items ~ti.:Jfl1'j t.~EJ'W~t.~11t.~11 ~1ti1fim'j1~ t.?ie:i-d1ti'W'l9l!m~n~m'jw~? ... ... 

Learn through 
textbooks 

b~EJ'IJ~~1'1J'Vlti.:i~e:i ... 

Learn 
through 

activities 
b~EJu~~1ufi'1m'j11 ... 

Learn 
through IT 

b~EJ'l.1~~1'\Jb 'Vll"l 1'W1'1v 
" 

Learn 
through direct 

experience 
... .,, 
bW'lJ'j~1'lJ ... 

Students ID/ 
Number 

4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 143 21 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Key points: Strongly Agree = 4 points, Agree = 3 points, 
Disagree = 2 points, strongly disagree = 1 point 
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APPENDIX III 

Assumption College Ubonratchathani 
AI questions guideline for parents' focus group 

Objective: To explore and discover the parents' opinion on the teaching activities to improve 

students' confidence in English communication 

Part 1: Explore the general opinion of self-confidence (Al: Definition of topic inquiry) 

1.1 In your opinion, what are the characteristics of a student who has self confidence 

in English Communication? \9l1lJR11lJ~~L~'W"lleJ.:Jvi1'W 6"n'el'ru:::"!Jei.:J'lim1ti'W~i1fl11l.lif'Wh 1'WnT;i1.ff 

1.2 What can your child do when she is self-confidence in the English Language? '41911 

'-'"1'W"!JeJ.:Jvi1'W U'1~.:Jelelflel~1.:J 11U1.:JL~elL "!J1Ln~m1l.lli''Wh1 'Wfl1'N1eJ.:Jn'J'e!'? 

1.3. How important is self-confidence on the performance of students in English 

communication? m1~tl'm1timn~fl11llifuh Ln~m1l.!'11~qiei~1.:J11 ~eim11.1.a~.:Jeieln1'Wm1~eia11 

.fl1'el-1eJ.:Jn(j"N? 

................................................................................................................................ 
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Part 2: Finding out the opinion of parents to activities design for improving students' 
confidence in English communication in the classroom (AI: Discovery) 

2.1 What did you like best about the English presentation? How did it develop self 

confidence in speaking English among the students? -eithvifJW"lleJ'U1l1f1vi~~ n'Uf11iU1L61'1JeJ~~M1'1J 

n~ flii1J.fl1'M1'el..:i nq'M? 6li'Jfl 1umi~l'll'IJ1fl'J1l.Jri'IJ1~"l.leJ'1iJm'ifo'IJ1umi~~.fl1'M1'el..:inq'M1~mh..:i1 i? 

2.2 How can you encourage your child to improve her self confidence in English 

communication? vi1u611l.l1'H'l n ca~~'IJ'U~ 1'Vflil 1'1J"l.leJ'1vi 1'1J 1un11~l'll'IJ1fl 11:1.Jriuh 1 un11~-ei6111 , , 

Part 3:Finding out the future dream on what are the feedback or suggestions for the teaching 
activities design to help students to improve confidence in English communication (Al: Dream 
and Design) 

3 .1 In what ways you can support your child to improve her level confidence in 

speaking English? ii1Timca 1~-U1~ vivi1ut'l1:1.J11t:l i.'IU'Ui.'!'4'1J'4m'Vfa1u"l.l-ei~vi1u 1,_,Ln~mca~l'l!'IJ1~~~'\J 

"l.leJ'1fl'J11lriu h 1 um1~~.n1'M1'el..:inq'M1~? 

Part 4 Finding out parents' expectations, what should be improved and changed in the future 

on improving confidence in English communication. (AI: Delivery) fl'J11Jfl1~'Vf1..:i1u-ei'IJ1fl~ 

4.1 In the future, what are the best activities that will improve the self-confidence of 

ACU students of primary 3 I 1 in speaking English?1uei'IJ1f'1~ fl'J1l.lfl1~'Vl1..:i\Pi-ein~m1l.lvifi~-J1~ 
vi'1~-ei~h-U1..:i vi'1~~W.Ju1fl11:1.Jriu1'1 "l.1-ei..:iirrn~au.ff u ·1.h~t1:1.JPin'M1uvi 3 ~-ei..:i 1 h..:iL~t1u~i.'!~1l-a''M 

-ei'U~11"1!li1il? • 

.................................................................................... ,. ............................. . 
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APPENDIX IV 

Discussion Record of Parents Focus Group Form 

Objective of Parents' Focus Group: To explore and discovery the parents' opinion on the 
teaching activities to improve students' confidence in English communication of students in 

primary3. LVi861'1~1'1 LL61::: fl'WV11 m111~~b~'W"!lm~t.lnfl~8~irm~ci'W L 'Wb~m"!lmm~~~n'1m~11m~6'18'W 

b~8-W'~'W1fl1111ri''W1'1 L 'Wm~~86'11~.f11-et18~m1-et"!lmirm°ici'W~:::~'U-ffmh:::t111Pin-et1tJ~3 
Focus Group Questions Parents' opinion 

Part 1: Explore the general opinion of self 
confidence a1~1'1fl111l~~ b~'W~11 t.ll'ieJfl111l'VlmCJ'tlm 

fl11l!~'WhL'W\J\'WL'eM (AI: Definition of topic inquiry) 

I. I In your opinion, what are the characteristics of a 
student who has self confidence in English 

Communication? 111111m111~~b~'W"!l8~vi1'W '1'n-etru:::"l.18~ 

irm~ci'W~iif11111ri''W1'11'Wm~1-ff.n1-et18~nti-et 1'Wm~~86'11~ii 

'1'n-etru:::bll'We:i~1~h'lJ1~? 

I .2 What can your child do when she is self-

confident in the English Language? ~l'l~'Vlm'W"!l8~vi1'W 

LL6'1~~88n8d1~ 1 ~tJ1~brlm "!l1bn~m111ri''W L"il 1u.n1-et18~nt)-et? 

I .3. How important is self-confidence regarding 
student performance in English communication? 

m111ri''W h L 'Wn1~1Jt'l.f11-et18~ n')-etiim111'1' 1fl t;y!'i8m~ 
1 .,j V I 1 bb6'1~~88n 'Wn1~6'186'11~.n1-et18~n']~8ci1~ ~? 

Part 2: Finding out the opinion of parents to 
activities design for improving students' confidence 

in English communication in the classroom '111lb~8 

V1~1'Um111~~ b ~'W"ll 8~eJ'lJ nfl~8~1'i8n 1~88 n Lb 'U'Un'1m~11 
'U 

61'1V1-!'U 1 i b ~8-W'~'W1t.l-!'Utl~~ f!1111ri''W hirm~CJ'W L 'Wm~ 

~86'11~.f11'M-1B~n']-etL'W~mb~CJ'W (Al: Discovery) 

2.1 What did you like best about the English 

presentation? n'1m~11m~tl1b6'f'W8t:·.161~1'W 1~ ~vi1'W"!l8'U 
.,l 

111n'Vl"!~ ? 
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Inter-Coding Form 
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Objective of Parents' Focus Group: To explore and discovery the parents' opinion on the 
teaching activities to improve students' confidence in English communication of students in 
primary3. 

Assumption College Ubonratchathani 

Question 1.1 In your opinion, what are the characteristics of a student who has 
number self confidence in English Communication? m1lfr111J~l?ILi1'U"l.leM'Vi1'U 

~n'tiru~"l.leJ-'.ltl'nt~£i'Uviiim11J~'l..I 1\1 1'l..lnT~1 -tl.n1~1e1'-'.lm)'li 1 'l..lnT~~eJ6'1T~ii~ n'liru~ 
tJ ' 1 ., b 'Uel£11-'.l 1'U1-'.l? 

Participatio 
number 

Data Information Data Summary 
Parent 1 

Parent2 

Parent 3 

Parent4 

Parent 5 



Assumption College Ubonratchathani 
Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) 

The criteria are as follows: 
+ 1 means the question is congruent with the objectives 
0 means the question is uncertain to be congruent with the objectives 
-1 means the question is not congruent with the objectives 

Objectives oflntenriew: To diagnose the current confidence level in English 
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communication Through Experiential Learning of primary 3 student rooml-2: b~e:i1i°JliltlCJf.'l.fl1'Y'l 

il1i1'1Ut.1"lle:i~~~iluion1l.llTt.111il 1t.1n1~'Y'li;i~e:if.'l1~.n1~1-5~nnme:i~irnL~CJt.1~t.1'lh~t:m¥in~1t'Jvi • ~ ·1 

TABLE 1: IOC evaluation of expert:-----------------

Question guideline for student intenriew 

-1 0 +l 

Question items means the means the means the 
question is question is question is Comment 

not uncertain to congruent Record 
congruent be congruent with the 
with the with the objectives 

objectives objectives 

1. In your English class, in what way do 
you want to learn more about speaking, 
that help you improve level of speaking 
skill? (CE- Concrete Experience: 
doing/having an experience). tuitf1 
.fl1tt1£Y\lnf)tt UnL~tlUGl£l\ln1'S L~tlUl 
L-v:ilJL.,lJ Gl"lt1'Uin1'51.Gl Lfl£ltbtl~tf)JU11"ntt:; 
ni'S~Gl 

2. In Each day, how often do you develop 
your English skills with speaking, that help 
you got higher scores from teacher? (RO-
Reflective Observation: 
reviewing/reflecting on experience) 
UnL~t1Ui'.l'iufl1~ 1i£lt1UFi'\ VIU tuuGi~:;1'u 
tun1'S~tf)Ju11"ntt:;.fl1tt1EY\I nfltt Gf1 r.i n1'S 
~Gl L ~atbr.it\.fum~t1u"l.Gf'S:;~11F1:;u uu 
'!\lifU? 



Assumption College Ubonratchathani 
Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) 

The criteria are as follows: 

+ 1 means the question is congruent with the objectives 

0 means the question is uncertain to be congruent with the objectives 

-1 means the question is not congruent with the objectives 
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Objectives of Interview: To diagnose the current confidence level in English 

communication Through Experiential Learning of primary 3 student rooml-2: L~B1thi~m.'l.fl1'W 

ihr;iut.1"1JB~1~~urYJ1ii~t.1 t -;i 1 t.1 nT~-w ~5Ba 11.fl1'li1B'~ n fl'l!t"/Jt.J~ti n L~~t.1.gt.1'1..h~ tiiifii n'ti1tl~ • ~ ·1 

TABLE 1: IOC evaluation of expert:------------------

Question guideline for student interview 

0 
Question items -1 means the +I 

means the question means the Comment 
question is question Record 
is not uncertain IS 

congruent to be congruent 
with the congruent with the 
objectives with the objectives 

objectives 
3. What ability do you want to be excellence 
most? (AC- Abstract Conceptualization: 

concluding/learning from experience) tim~m..1 
iJ 4:-lQi.IQJ d 
~t.l~f111L iJtJL"fl! ~1'1.J'Vl f1'li~ f111'1t.l'111 

.fl1'li1B~f1(]'liL~~1nu L~8~L~ i11f1~'1~? 
4. What do you want to do more to improve 
your confidence in English communication 
skills in daily life? (AE- Active 
Experimentation: planning/trying out lessons 

have learned) fl'lf111i!L~U1"!~tim~~t.11'1t.l--1f111 

vi' 1L viii L~il L ~ t.JVi'WJt.11fl11il~'l.J t ';) 1 t.1 f111~~ 

Il1'li1B'~n(J'tiLu~1~u1~~11t.1? 



Assumption College Ubonratchathani 
Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) 
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Objective of Parents' Focus Group: To explore and discovery the parents' opinion on the 
teaching activities to improve students' confidence in English communication of students in 
primary3. 

b~eiiif 11T'il bba~ fi't1V11 fl11:1.J~(9)b~t1"llei~~tlnfl1ei~tl'm~at1 1 m~ei~"llei~m1"5'~fi"ilm1:1.Jm1aeit1 b ~ei~~t11 
'lJ 

ft11:1.J~t1l1i1lt1m1~eia11.fl1'l!t18~mp~"llei~tl'm~at11~il'U.fm.11~~:1.J~n'l!t1u~3 

TABLE 1: IOC evaluation of expert: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

AI Question guideline for parents' focus group 

-1 0 +l 
Question items means the means the means the Comment 

question is not question is question is Record 
congruent uncertain to be congruent 
with the congruent with the 

objectives with the objectives 
objectives 

Part 1: Explore the general opinion 

of self confidence r:11-s1"ilf11111f1l>lLi1'W 

~11i.J~tif11111V1mf.l'llv.:i1'11111ii'u1'1 tul'lme:i.:i 

(AI: Definition of topic inquiry) 
1.1 In your opinion, what are the 

characteristics of a student who has 
self confidence in English 

Communication? 1'111Jf'l111JRl>lLi1'lJ6lm.:i 

v11u "'n~ru~'lle:i.:ium~f.l'lJ~iiri1111ii'ut"il tu 

m-s 1 .ff mi:nel'.:inq~ 1 um-s~e:i'11-sihi'm~ru:1 

LtJ'lJti~1.:iht'.h.:i? 

1.2 What can your child do when 
she is self-confident in the English 
Language? '4l'l'SV1'11'lJ'llv.:iv11u LL?tl>l.:ie:ie:in 

e:i~1.:i 1-si.'.h.:iLi'im'll1LnM1111ii'u L"il tu 

m~1el'.:inq'l:f? 
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Assumption College Ubonratchathani 
Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) 

Objective of Parents' Focus Group: To explore and discovery the parents' opinion on the 
teaching activities to improve students' confidence in English communication of students in 
primary3. 

L ~'f.)6'1':i'd'1 LL'1~ fl'U'V11 m111fi~L i1'1J"ll'f.)..!JNtlnfl';j'f.)..!JUflL~EJ'U b 'UL~'f.)..!j"lJ'f.)..!ln1';i~~ fhln':i':i1Jn1';ii;i'f.)'IJ L ~'f.)~~'U1 
" 

R1111~u 1 '11 um':i~'f.) '11':ii11~15..!l m1~'f.)..!lun L ~El'U':i~~'Uiutl':i~ fl1lfii n~ntJ~3 

TABLE 1: IOC evaluation of expert:----------------

AI Question guideline for parents' focus group 

-1 0 +l 
Question items means the means the means the 

question is not question is question is Comment 
congruent with uncertain to be congruent with Record 
the objectives congruent the objectives 

with the 
objectives 

1.3. How important is self-
confidence on the performance of 
students in English 

communication? f'111:1..1~'l.lh1'l.lm':i~~ 

m~1ei{lfl'J~iif'111:1..1G'\1rl~l'i Bm-sbbG'l~{I Be:in 1 u 

f11'S~€l?l1'S.fl1~1el.:Jflt'j~tl~1.:J1-a? 

Part 2: Finding out the opinion of 
parents to activities design for 
improving students' confidence in 
English communication in the 
classroom m:1..1bYi€lV1':i1Uf'111:1..1~~b~'U'IJ€l.:J 

~tJflf'l'Stl.:J~€lf11'Stl€lnbb U\Jfi'1fl'a'J:IJ ~1'111~1.J 1-if ... 

b YiB-nl'llmtl~utJ-s.:i f'111:1..1~'U 1'1'irm~EJ'U t tJn1-s 
' 

~€l?11-sm~1'1.:int']~t u~€l.:Jb~El'U (AI: 

Discovery) 
2.1 What did you like best 

about the English presentation? 
fi'1m-s:1..1m-s'tl1bG'l'U€li:.Jl:'l.:J1'U 1~ vlvi1tJ•tmu 

:IJ1f1~?1~ ? 
' 
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Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) 

Objective of Parents' Focus Group: To explore and discovery the parents' opinion on the 
teaching activities to improve students' confidence in English communication of students in 
primary3. 

L ~fli?l'1';i1'1 LL~~ ~'U\-t1 m1:wf>1~L ~'W"llfl-:J~Uflfl';jfl-:JUm~U'W 1 m ~fl-:J"llfl-:Jf11~~~n'1f11';i:Wf11';ii?lfl'W L ~f)W~'W1 
'IJ 

TABLE 1: IOC evaluation of expert:----------------

AI Question guideline for parents' focus group 

-1 0 +l 
Question items means the means the means the 

question is question is question is Comment 
not uncertain to be congruent Record 

congruent congruent with with the 
with the the objectives objectives 

objectives 
2.2 How did it develop self 
confidence in speaking English 

among the students? f11';iU1Li?l'Wfl 

~~-:i1'W~1u1'Un1';iW~'W1fl11:Wli''W1'1"llfl-:J 

tl'm~m.11'1Jm';i'IJ~.fl1~1er-:int'}~1~ 

ei~h-:ih? 

2.3 How can you encourage your 
child to improve her self 
confidence in English 

communication? vi1'WG'l13.n';it1m~~'U 

uvi';it-t~1'U"llfl-:ivi1'W l 'Wtn';iW~'W1fl11:w • 
li''W 1 '11'Wm';i~fli?l1';i.fl1~1e1-:int'J~1~ 
mi1-:ihtl1-:i? 
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Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) 

Objective of Parents' Focus Group: To explore and discovery the parents' opinion on the 
teaching activities to improve students' confidence in English communication of students in 
primary3. 

L-ri€!61'T~Til LL~~ fl'W'Vl1 m1~fi~L ~'W"lJ€l.:i~unfl1€l.:itl'm~~'W L 'WL ~€l.:J"IJ€!.:in11"5'~fi~m1~n116'1€l'W L-ritl-W'l91l'W1 

fl11~~'1.J L 'il L '1.Jfl1)~€!6'111.fl1'N1 ~-!lfl'}'N"IJ€l-!JUfl L~~'l.J)~~'U.ff 'l.JU)~fl~?i fl'N1U~3 

TABLE 1: IOC evaluation of expert: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

A I Question guideline for parents' focus group 

-1 0 +1 

Question items means the means the means the 
question is question is question is Comment 

not uncertain to be congruent Record 
congruent congruent with with the 
with the the objectives objectives 

objectives 
Part 3: Finding out the future 
dream on what are the feedback or 
suggestions for the teaching 
activities design to help students 
to improve confiden~e in English 
communication mllLriB'Vl"a1tJt1{1 r-rn 

" 
., ,, ~ " .. 

'1~'VlB'Wf1"tJLL"~'tlBf'll'lLVl'W'Vle.le.11f1'il~ 

L'1'WBLL'W~ 1'WB'W1f'l~ ~Bf11'aBBf1LLtJtJ-;ij'l'l 

fi'ilfl'a'alJf11'aL~e.l'Wf11'a'1B'W L ~B-ti1e.J 1'!Xum~e.J'W 

Lfililf11'a~~'W1f'l11llli''WL'iJ1 u f11 'j~eJ'11 'j 

m~1B'-:inq~ (AI: Dream and Design) 

3.1 In what ways you can 
support your child to improve her 
level confidence in speaking 
English? ffi~f11'jblil'Li1-:i vlvi1u'11lJ1'jfl 

'1UtJ'1'W'Wtl~"aV!" 1'W'tlB-'.!vl1'W 1 'IXLfil'lf11 'a 
' ' 

~l'JJ'W1'a~~tJ'tleJ{lf'l11l.lli'W1'iJ 1uf1Wtll'l 
" 

m ~1 B'-:i nq·1:Mi'? 
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Index of Item Objective Congruence (IOC) 

Objective of Parents' Focus Group: To explore and discovery the parents' opinion on the 
teaching activities to improve students' confidence in English communication of students in 
primary3. 

L~eJ'1111'1 Lb~~ ~'IJV11 fl11l.Jfl~L~'IJ6lleM~tlnfl1el\!Uflb~l:J'IJ 1 m~eJ..:16lleJ..:lfl11~~n'1m1l.lfl11£'1eJ'IJ L~eJW~'IJ1 
'U 

TABLE 1: IOC evaluation of expert:----------------

AI Question guideline for parents' focus group 

-1 0 +l 
Question items means the means the means the 

question is question is question is Comment 
not uncertain to be congruent Record 

congruent congruent with with the 
with the the objectives objectives 

objectives 
Part 4 Finding out parents' .. 
expectations, what should be 
improved and changed in the 
future on improving confidence in 
English communication. (AI: 

Delivery) 
t:l1l.JbViB'Vl'j1tJCi.:J fl1111fl1V1~1.:i1'LlB'Ll1fl~: 

B::I h~fl1'j'iJ:;i.JfoiJ~.:Jbb'1::: b i.J~~'Llbb1J'1.:J 1tJ 
fl1'jb~B.:J'l.IB.:!fl1'j~~'Ll1fl1111l1''Ll 1 'il'l.IB.:J 

tl'm~~'Ll 1t.1m<j1ifm~1B'.:int]~1'Llfl1'j~mm 
4.1 In the future, what are the 

best activities that will improve 
the level of self-confidence of 
ACU students of primary 3 in 
speaking English? fl1111fl1vi~1.:i1'Ll 

B'Ll1fl~~Bn'iJfl'j'j1J: n'iJfl'j'j1JB:::1'jU1.:!~~1'Ll 

ftV111~~~Vl~'il:::~1~~~'Ll1fl111ll1''Ll1'il'l.IB.:J , 
G-' q ~ ti c:f ti~ 'Llflb 'j~'Ll 'll'Ll -a:;t:1111"1fl~1 'VI 3 

b 'j.:Jb~~'LlB'~«11-tl'ty~tJ'1'j1'lli:nii e:l1b.nmiim 

:il.:imVIBtJ'1'j1'1JiJ1ii L~~.:J~'Ll1~ , .. 



Activities 

The photo of students' interviewing 25-26 Feb,2016 

In Primary 3/1 and Primary 3/2 
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Photo of Invitation P3 's parents to watch the English activity 13 Aug, 2016 

Activity: Role play Situation at the restaurant, super market, and clinic) 
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Photo of doing English activity with foreign teacher and recite classroom 29-30 Jun, 2016 

Activity: Interview people and introduce myself 
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